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Opening set for September 1

FEB-

Kroger construction underway

owNowool.11

From Staff, AP Reports
The Kroger Co. has set a goal of
Sept. I to begin operations in its
food processing plant here, according to Bill Teuton, executive
vice president of. the MurrayCalloway County Chamber, of
Commerce.
Demolition of the old Douglas
High School began last week to
make room for the Kroger office
building. Construction of the office
will begin when demolition and
site preparation is completed,
Teuton said.
Plans for the new office will be
received within a few weeks.
The company is in the process of
selecting the management team
for the new Murray facility.
Teuton said the team will include
plant manager, operations
manager, chief engineer, financial manager and personnel
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manager. They are expected to
arrive in Murray in April.
The processing plant, located in
the warehouse portion of the old
Murray Tappan Plant, will handle
sugar products and nuts. Approximately 150 jobs will be created by
the plant. No applications will be
accepted until .sometime in May,
Teuton said.
Teuton said a great deal of
renovation is planned for the
warehouse and will begin about
the same time as the office construction.
For six consecutive years, the
Kroger Co. has enjoyed increased
sales and profits, and chairman
Lyle Everingham expects 1982 to
continue that trend.
-Kroger, through careful planning and imaginative implementation, is situated better than most
in our industry to address both the
opportunities and the challenges

Board denies Main Street zoning request
A request to rezone Murray-Calloway County Mental Health
Center property at 702-4 Main St.
was denied by Murray Planning
Commission Tuesday.
The planners did agree,
however, to study a suggestion
that property along the north side
of Main Street between Seventh
and Eighth streets be rezoned to
professional office classification.

PAPER CHASE - Sen. Greg Higdon looks over a bill document
during a recent daily session of the General Assembly. Besides the
time and effort spent drafting legislation, there is a complex system
of paperwork that accompanies each bill or amendment. The sponsor
of a bill must be sure that the proper legal process is followed or he or
she may later find the legislation is invaid. Higdon is a freshman
Democratic Senator from Fancy Farm.

The mental-health, mental
retardation board of directors had
requested the change from the
present residential ( R-4) zoning to
a commercial( B-3) classification.
Keith Hayes, chairman of the
board, told members of the planning commission his group wished
to build a new facility to house its
programs.
The new building would be

Off-track betting billstill in committee
FRANKFORT,Ky.(API - The
House Business Organizations and
Professions Committee is expected to once again look at an
omnibus horse racing bill today
that includes provisions for offtrack betting.
The committee received the farranging bill last week but delayed
any action because of a last
minute change giving the state
more of the tax on wages made at
the off-track facilities.

Later in the day. the House of
Representatives was scheduled to
vote on a controversial bill that
would require a woman to give her
informed consent before having
an abortion.
The House Tuesday approved a
Senate-passed bill aimed at giving
consumers protection against
buying clubs that suddenly go out
of business or don't perform up to
advertisement.
However, the bill was amended

to exempt nonprofit cooperatives
and must go back to the Senate for
consideration of that change.
The Senate, Tuesday, passed abill to make substantial changes
in Kentucky's guardianship laws.
That bill now goes to the House.
Committee action Tuesday saw
discussion on issues such as
decriminalizing public
drunkeness, monitoring foster
child care, increasing the jurisdiction of district courts, an auto title

Eight dead after plane crash;
officials begin identification

•

and make them positive ex- lower LIFO charges and higher inperiences for our company, our vestment tax credits.
customers, our employees and our
Fourth-quarter sales were $2.74
shareowners," Everingham said. billion, compared with ;2.72
"We look forward to the coming billion in the same quarter of 1980.
year with the satisfaction of know- Net earnings from continuing
ing we have prepared ourselves."
operations were $53.2 million, or •
Kroger, the nation's second- $1.74 a share, compared with $38
largest grocery retailer, reported million, or $1.37 a share. Net earnTuesday that sales for the 52 ings were $52.6 million, or $1.72 a
weeks ended Jan. 2 were $11.3 share, compared with $29.6
billion, compared with $10.3 million, or $1.07 a share.
billion during a 53-week period the
Kroger opened 111 new food
previous year.
stores, remodeled 57 and closed or
Net earnings from continuing sold 98 during 1981, ending the
operations were $129.5 million, or year with 1,258 food stores, mostly
$4.44 a share, compared with in the Midwest and South. The
$102.8 million, or $3.71 a share, in company expects to open 80 to 90
1980. Net earnings were $128 new food stores and remodel f.'0
million, or $3.71 a share, com- this year.
pared with $94.4 million, or $3.41 a
Kroger's SupeRx drug store
share.
division had 507 stores at the end
Everingham attributed much of of 1981, and expects to open 50 to 60
the 26 percent higher net earnings new and 25 remodeled stores this
from continuing operations to year.

LEBANON, Ky. (AP) -The
bodies of eight people, killed in the
crash of a twin-engine plane, were
taken to a Louisville hospital today for identification while officials began their investigation of
the accident in rural Washington
County.
The private Piper Cheyenne
crashed and burned Tuesday
night as the pilot made a second
attempt- te land -at-- the fog-shrouded Lebanon-Springfield
Airport.
Officials said the aircraft was
carrying four adult males, two
females --and-two-children. -Theflight origidated in Lake Charles,
La., with the destination listed as
the airport here.

•••

Tbe_victims were believed to be
from Marion County, Ky.,
authorities said, but their identities were withheld pending the
examinations at University
Hospital.
The crash occurred about a mile
from the airport near Kentucky
55. The plane tumbled and burned
upon impact, spewing debris 400
to 500 yards around a farl-n..
Cecil Moraja, owner of the
farm, said he heard the crash
shortly before 8:30 p.m.
"I was watching TV with my pajamas on and I heard this big explosion.," he said. •-•
"The first thing I looked at was
my big propane tank outside," he
said. "Then I looked at the hill and
-

it was all aglow up there. It burned for a hellva time."
Five of the bodies were thrown
from the plane - one of them
about 40 feet -7. and the victims
were badly burned, authorities
said. After the crash, wooden
stakes with pink tags were used to
mark the locations of the bodies.
"It was very foggy. The conditions were so bad you could hardly
see how to get over here," said
Trooper Don Patterson,
spokesman for the Columbia state
police post.
"They were apparently in line
with the airport (on approach) but
too low. Apparently it came down
a slope atop some trees before it
(Continued On Page 2)

bill and establishment of a
medical-examiner's program.
However, few bills were
reported out of committee as the
1982 General Assembly began its
seventh week following a four-day
break.
The buying club bill, which
would require buying clubs to
register with the Attorney
General's office and post a $50,000
bond, easily passed 84-3.
The measure also provides a
cooling off period of five days in
which a new member can cancel
his membership and receive a full
refund.
Buying clubs are organizations
which offer their members discounts on name brand products.
The guardianship bill, which
passed the Senate 28-9, would
allow a declaration of partial incompetence and the appointment
of limited guardians.
Current state law does not
recognize degrees of disability,
and a person declared incompetent loses all of his or her rights,
said - Sett:-Ed -0'Da
DSpringfield, the bill's sponsor.
Under his bill, all proceedings
would take place in district court,
and an evaluation report on the
person involved would have to be
filed at least 20 days before a trial.
A jury would have several options in determining a person's
competence: partial disability for
personal or financial affairs or
both, and total disability in the
(Continued On Page 2)

ing ordinance allowing zoning
_
changes are:
• The original zoning given the
property is found to be in error,
or;
•.A major change of a social,
economic or physical nature must
The intent of the board, Hayes
have occurred in the area.
said, is to sell the Main Street
"I appreciate your honesty in
frontage to help finance construcsaying you want to sell the propertion of the new building. Hayes ty," commission member W. A.
suggested the change in zoning
Franklin said, -but that is not one
could increase the value of the
of the reasons this board can
property to speculators.
rezone property."
In addition to the mental health
"I'm very much in sympathy
with this group doing what they --board property, the block the
can do," Jack Gardner, planning planners will consider rezoning to
commission member, said. "I -professional office use includes an
don't want to do something wrong out-of-business service station, a
dental office, the public library
because of my sympathy."
City planner Steve Zea said and annex and a private
reasons outlined in the city's zon- residence.

designed with an entrance on
Olive Steet adjacent to the
Calloway County Health Department property, Hayes said. The
MH-MR property extends from
Main Street to Olive Street.

MSU Theatre plans play
to open later this month
MSU Theatre will present the Schempp said. -Even though the
second half of its season, beginn- subject matter is serious, the play
ing Feb. 25 with Brendan Behan's doesn't take itself too seriously.
Irish Comedy, The Hostage.
It's a very funny play," he conThis play with songs will be tinued.
presented on Thursday, Friday
Although the play was conand Saturday evenings at 8 p.m. in troversial when it was first
Robert E. Johnson Theatre on the presented, Schempp said he
campus.
thinks today's audience will not
The Hostage tells the story of a find it too risque. "If people aren't
young British soldier who is cap- offended by Saturday Night Live
tured by the Irish Republican Ar- or by the Tonight Show, they
my and held prisoner in a Dublin should enjoy this play" he said.
brothal. Although the play is set in
Reservations may be made by
the early sixties, director James I. calling the box office at 762-6797. It
Schempp says it is as relevant to- will be open to the public from 9 to
dayas when it was written.
4 on Monday through Friday. Ad"We live it an imperfect world, mission will be--$3.00 or by season
and this play reflects that," ticket.

1P11

In-state admission standards understudy
By Matt Sanders
Discussion concerning in-state
student admission standards will
be continued in a special meeting
orthe academic policies committee of Murray State University's
Faculty Senate Tuesday,Feb. 23.
Senators considered a set of proposed standards during Tuesday's
meeting before the issue was turned over to the committee. Committee members are to discuss the
issue and report back to the

senate, Dr. Tom Posey, senate
president,said.
The senate will again consider
the issue and make a recommendation to the academic council,
which consists of faculty from
each college and the library, all
nine university deans, senators
and students. The council is
chaired by Dr. Richard Butwell,
vice president for academic programs.
A recommendation then will be

• 3i;

cloudy today
chance ofrain

611s

Patchy dense fog this morning. Otherwise cloudy today
with a chance of rain. Little
change in temperature with
highs in the mid 40s. Chance of
rain tonight becoming more
likely again Thursday. Lows
tonight in the mid to upper 30s
and highs Thursday in the mid
40 '0 a MUM!50.
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made by the council to the board
of regents. Posey speculated a
council recommendation may
reach the regents by the end of the
semester. All agencies consider,ing the proposal have jurisdiction
to amend any of the standards, he
added.
The proposed standards were
developed by an ad hoc committee, appointed by Posey with consultation -frOM MSU President
Constantine Curris. The group
consists of Dr. Terry Barrett,
chairman; Dr. Terry Foreman;
Dr. Howard Giles; Dr. Frank
jolian; and ar.-RittStinchfield.
The standards, at degree status
and transitional status levels, consider students' college
preparatory experience in high
school, class standing and ACT
score before granting college entrance. The policy also has
clauses for transfer students,
students with special situations
and out-of-state students of alumni parents.
A,-,-or(mig to cmined of Higher

Education regulations, a state
university cannot have more than
20 percent out-of-state students.
Murray State presently has no
-in-state admission standards, except requiring a high school
diploma or its equivalency.
Western Kentucky University's
board of regents recently approved its own in-state admission
policy and is the only university in
Kentucky to have one, Posey said.
All state schools have-been studying the issue, he added.
"This is an important issue, not
only at Murray State" Posey
_
said.
The policy would be phased in
over a period of years so it would
not create a decline in enrollment.
Tuesday's meeting will be at
3:30 p.m., tentatively set in the
Barkley Meeting Room in the
University Center.
-In other business, discussion
concerning how senators should
report administrative evaluation
results to their colleagues was
tabled wail the March 2 senate
meeting.

REHEARSING - Bill Phillips is shown in rehearsal for Ow
Hostage which will be presented by MSU Theatre on Feb. 25, 26 and
27. For further inforrnittmn.or efeservations, phone 762-6797.
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Williamshto fight to keep seat; Black History Queen to be crowned
_Senate expulsion hearing set

UNIONDALE, N.Y. (AP) Sen. Harrison A. Williams Jr. says
he'll fight to stay in the Senate
• despite a three-year prison
sentence for agreeing to play a
• part in a $12.6 million bribery
scheme.

•r':
••
tvt
•:,
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The Senate begins debate Feb.
23 on whether to expel Williams,
the only U.S. senator charged in
the Abscam political corruption
inquiry.
The 23-year senate veteran, a
New Jersey Democrat, was
sentenced Tuesday for bribery
and conspiracy convictions stemming from the FBI investigation,
which came to light in February
1980. He could have been sentenced to 15 years on the bribery
charge.

•
Irs.•
U.S. District Judge George C.
4.. Pratt also fined Williams $50,000,
the highest fine yet in the Abscam
cases. The sentence was stayed
pending appeal.
Williams was convicted May 1,
1981, on charges that he agreed to
d
-• sell his influence to an undercover
FBI agent posing as a favor, seeking Arab sheik in return for a
profit on a mining venture.
. The evidence consisted primari• ly of video and audio tapes. The
jury convicted him on all nine
counts.
▪
Chief Abscam prosecutor
• • Thomas Puccio told the crowded
•
courtroom just before the 62-year-

old legislator was sentenced that
Williams acted in a "confident
and brazen manner" at seven
undercover meetings during
which "he put his office up for
sale."
But Williams refused to say die.
In an unusual move, he addressed the judge directly after his attorney, George Koelzer, made an
appeal for leniency and a nonprison sentence.
"I leave this court knowing,
feeling and knowing, that I'm innocent of the crimes charged and
that I now stand convicted of,"
Williams told Pratt,
Williams noted that Koelzer had
suggested he had been destroyed
in 'several areas - reputation,
political career and financial
stability.
-But I must say," the senator
went on, "that this tragic episode
has not destroyed the one thing
that is most important to me myself. I feel no personal destruction."
He lashed out at the FBI's tactics during the undercover investigation as a "sordid,
manufactured attempt to get me
to commit crime."
"I will fight my case in the
United States Senate because I'm
innocent and I know I didn't do
anything wrong," Williams said.
His sentencing was postponed
twice after an emergency hernia
operation. Pratt nevertheless kept

.1`
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Legislative actions. Tuesday
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)- Here's a glance at action taken Tuesday in the General Assembly:.
House- Approved a Senate-passed bill aimed at giving consumers
protection against buying clubs that suddenly go out of business or
don't perform up to advertisement.
The House passed two House bills to allow special motor vehicle
license plates for volunteer firemen and amateur radio operators.
Senate - Passed a bill to make substantial changes in Kentucky's
guardianship laws.
The Senate also voted Tuesday in support of a bill that changes
Kentucky's laws regulating county solid waste systems.

his Jan. 26 appointment with the
senator's co-defendant, Cherry
Hill, N.J., attorney Alexander
Feinberg, who was sentenced to
three years and fined $40,000.
The scene after the sentencing
had a carnival air, with fundamentalist radio preacher Rev.
Carl McIntire and an unidentified
street preacher praising the fourterm senator who once chaired the
powerful Labor and Human
Resources Committee.
Williams was found guilty of accepting a free and hidden share of
a Virginia titanium mine in return
for helping the venture obtain
military contracts. In return, the
"sheik" was supposed to lend the
project $100 million, whereupon
Williams was to sell his shares for
a $12.6 million profit, according to
trial testimony.

The crowning of Murray High
School's Black History Queen will
highlight the Black History Week
program Thursday at the school.
- Finalists are Suzie Payne, Linda Johnson, Lisa Johnson and
Sherita Greer. A reception will be
at 1 p.m. in the commons area
with the program to follow at 1:30
in the gymnasium.
Dr. Dorothy L. Brown, noted
speaker and Nashville surgeon,
will deliver the main address.
Brown is the Chief of Surgery at
Riverside Hospital, Nashville, and
was the first black woman
surgeon general of the south.
She also has served in the Tennessee State Legislature. Brown is
a member of Who's Who of
American Women and was the
FINALISTS-Students competing for Murray High School's Black 1979
recipient of the American
History Queen are (from left) Suzie Payne, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Heritage Freedom Award.
Mose Payne; Linda Johnson and Lisa Johnson, daughters of Perry
The program is open to the
Johnson; and Sherita Greer, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Hew)
,Greer.
public.
The queen will be crowned at 1:30 p.m Thursday at the school.

Seven family members found shot to death
FARWELL, Mich. (AP) Seven members of a family, including three children were shot
to death at a rural farmhouse,
their bodies strewn inside the
home and in a bullet-riddled
pickup truck, authorities reported
today.
A 2-month-old infant girl survived the massacre.
Police were seeking at least one
suspect but said no motive was
immediately determined.
The area is "all sealed off.,
Everybody's being kept away in a _
hire-mile'radius," Clare County
Sheriff's Deputy Ronald Beasleyreported.
A state police spokesman said
authorities were looking for a 1980
Buick LeSabre stolen about the
time of the killings from the home,
31
/
2 miles west of the town of
Farwell in Clare County in central
Michigan.
Sheriff Ghazey Aleck, who
described the scene as
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One of the daughters was the
treasurer, neighbors said. His
mother
of all the children, said
wife worked part-time in the
school cafeteria, a school Frank Coker, owner of Coker
Funeral Home in Farwell, a town
spokesman said.
of about 1,000 people.
The bodies of Post and two
Officials said they were notified
women were face down inside the of the killings in Surrey Township
home. The bodies of the third by a neighbor at 6 p.m. Tuesday.
woman and three children, plus Authorities speculate the incident
the surviving infant, were in the happened about a half-hour before
bullet-ridden pickup, deputies that, deputies said.
said.
Police today were gathering
The children were huddled evidence from the scene and
under the body of the woman in members of the state police crime
the truck, Aleck said. The surviv- laboratory in the state capital at
Post was a mailman and served ing infant suffered only an abra- Lansing, 80 miles to the south,
were called into the case.
as the Farwell school board 'sion to its head, he said.

"gruesome," said all the victims
had been shot. Police said there
might have been stab wounds on
some of the victims, but they were
uncertain because the wounds
were extensive.
Neighbors identified the victims
as George W. Post, 54, his wife,
Vaudrey, 43; and their daughters
Garnetta Haggert and Helen Gaffney. The ages of the daughters
were not immediately known. The
dead children ranged in age from
4 to 10.

Federal authorities subpoena
ex-governor's financial records
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)- The
financial records that former Gov.
Julian Carroll filed with the state
Financial Disclosure Review
Commission have been subpoenaed by federal authorities in
Lexington, according to the commission's chairman.
But J.T. Whitlock of Lebanon
said the records are confidential
under state law and the contrnission has asked the attorney
general's office for advice on
whether the federal subpoena
takes precedence over the state
law.
The subpoena marked the first
time any of Carroll's records were
summoned since a second special
federal grand jury was impaneled
Jan. 25.
A large number of Carroll's
records were subpoenaed by an
earlier special grand jury during
a 242-year probe of alleged corruption in state government. All
records presented to the first jury,
which was discharged last
December, have been ordered to
be made available to the new jury.
After appearing before the first
grand jury Nov. 7, 1980, Carroll
said he had been told he was -not

a target of the grand jury investigation."
Financial statements submitted
by top officials of state government's executive branch are examined by the commission.
Under state law, financial information filed with the commission "shall be held confidential ...
and shall at all times remain in
the possession of the commission
or its designated representative,
except" that the commission may
-bring any information it deems
necessary to the attention of the
governor."

None of the information submitted to the commission "has ever
been revealed to anyone," during
the four years he has served on the
commission, Whitlock said.
"I fear very, very strongly that
once the confidentiality of this
organization is busted, it's going
to spoil a great deal of our effectiveness ... in getting the information (from officials) in the first
place," Whitlock said.
Whitlock doubted that the commission has any information on
Carroll that is not already in the
hands of federal authorities or
that they would be interested in.

Officials prepare for shuttle launch
CAPE CANAVERAL,Fla.(AP) everything goes smoothly.
The space shuttle program has
- With the space shuttle sitting
been dogged by delays throughout
securely on its laun pad after a
31
/
2-mile journey,
gineers its history, and NASA officials at
Cape Canaveral noted that no
prepared for dress re arsals of
the Columbia's third launch, manned launch has ever gone off
ahead of schedule in U.S. space
which may be moved up.
Top space agency officials were history.
"Don't make too big an issue of
considering plans to begin Columbia's next mission two or three it. I just don't want to rule out the
days eaffiet than- thi- -Mareb-211- -possibility,'-Shuttle Operations
Director George Page said of the
target date. But chances for such
Possible schedule change.
a change appeared .slim,
even
if
.
-- . -
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Bel Air Ctr. Murro
41,

same categories.
_act, a city may-own and operate-a_--vote an attempt-by- Rep. Bob
Heleringer, R-Louisville to amend
Persons found to be partially solid waste management facility.
—disabled would have limited guarThe bill was approved 37-0 and—the bill to provide $25,000 in
benefits to the families of
dians or conservators appointed to sent to the House.
handle their personal or financial
The House Tuesday passed two volunteer firemen killed in the line
affairs for five years.
House bills to allow special motor of duty. A similar benefit now exThe Senate also voted Tuesday vehicle license plates for ist for professional firemen.
The amendment was the same
in support of a bill that changes volunteer firemen and amateur
as House Bill 135, sponsored by
Kentucky's laws regulating coun- radio operators.
ty solid waste systems.___._
While both bills, which now go to----Heleringer, that was voted out of
According to Sen. Ken Gibson, the Senate, passed with little op- the Counties and Special Districts
D-Madisonville, the sponsor, the position, the most lenghty debate Committee but recommitted to
measure clarifies that a county of the day came on a proposed the Appropriations and Revenue
has exclusive authority to develop amendment to the volutneer Committee.
Majority Floor Leader, Jim
such a system.
firemen bill.
If a county consents, or fails to
The House rejected by a 45-38 LeMaster, D-Paris, urged the
House not to go along with the
maneuver known as "piggybacking" one bill onto another as an
amendment.
LeMaster said the bill would
receive a hearing in committee
JdCK barker, public-affairs of(Continued From Page 1)
and then come to the floor, where
n Ad=
ficer of the Federal- Aftt10bit,alidtbft-a-uglit on-fire.”
he would vote for it.
.J.T. Whitlock, local DES coor- ministratiion's regional office in
However, Heleringer charged
dinator, said the pilot was using Atlanta said the pilot had spoken
at Rep. Joe Clarke, D-Danville,
an instrument approach which with-the--control towerAw-Itio7-T-111
chairman of the A&R Committee,
allows an aircraft to drop as low dianapolis shortly before the -has refused numerous requests to
as 400 feet before a determination crash and did not mention any
post the bill_ for consideration
is made whether to land or pull up. problems.
because he,Clarke, is against it.
flying
out
of
Mobile
"He
was
"He pulled up once and was
circling the field in a standard under instrument flight rates and
traffic pattern but lost visual con- had just canceled the IFR before
The Murray Ledger & Times
tact...and flew straight into the the crash," Barker said.
USPS 304-700)
Pilots normally tell the tower
ground," Whitlock said.
The Murray Ledger & Times is published
their
incancAing
are
they
that
every
afternoon
except Sundays, July 4,
According to state police, the
Christmas Day, New Years Day and
have
the
if
they
struments
only
plane was registered to B&T
Thanksgiving Day by Murray Newspapers
landing field in sight, he added.
Inc , 106 N 43t, Murray, Ky 49171 Second
Energy Corp. of Louisville.
Class Postage Paid at Murray, Ky 42071
Officials of the National
Bernard Ball of Ball Brothers
SUBSCRIPTION HATES In
served
Oil Co. of Lebanon, Bdirs parent Transportation and Safety Board
by carriers, 83 50 per month, payable in ad Vance By Mali in Calloway County and to
firm, confirmed that eight people from Atlanta were to coordinate
lienton, Hardin, Mayfield, Sedalia and Far
died in the crash but said he would the investigation. They were exmingtoa, K y , and Parts. Buchanan and
pected to arrive at the crash site
l'uryear, In • 824 50 per year By mail to
not comment further until today.
other destinations 1131 SO per year
The flight originated in Lake by midday.
To rea. h all departments of the newspaper
Washington County is located
phone 753 1916
Charles, La., and made a stop in
Mobile, Ala., where a flight plan about 60 miles southeast of
Louisville
was filed.

Crash...
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Waste disposal
bill ready
for Senate vote
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SEN.GREG HIGDON
First Senate District
After several weeks of intense review and redrafting, we finally have Senate Bill 48 — dealing with
solid-waste disposal — ready to go to the floor of the
Senate fora vote.
In fact, the bill was posted for consideration on
last Thursday but held over for action this week.
Probably by the time you read this column, we'll
already know the fate of the legislation.
The bill should help to untangle complex solidwaste regulations yet keep us in compliance with
federal requirements. We've amended this plan to
be sure local citizens have a great deal of say in
developing their county's plan. We've also put some
limits on what the state can require in the plan.
I'm also working hard on the bill to stiffen the
penalty for driving while intoxicated. This bill
should be approved at the Feb. 23 meeting of the
Senate Judiciary-Criminal Committee. I am cosponsoring this legislation with Sen. Henry Lackey
of Henderson.
We had several interesting and heated debates in
the Senate last week. One of the most controversial
and heart-tugging issues involved our children and
their protection while riding in an automobile.
The bill requires that children less than 40 inches
tall must be strapped into an approval safety seat
when traveling in an automobile. The restraints
would not be required for children traveling in
recreational vehicles or in trucks weighing more
than a ton. Motorists would be required to provide
the seats only for their children, and only in their
own cars.
While I agree the measure is well-intended, I feel
we are over-regulating people's lives with this type
of legislation. It is an unnecessary intrusion of
government authority into the highly personal
business of rearing children.
There are several loopholes in the law which I
think will make it unenforceable. We have enough
laws on our books without adding more — especially ones our overworked law enforcement officers
will have trouble carrying out. The state of Tennessee has enacted a similar law, and I understand
that they have little better than a 30-percent compliance rate.
And there is a rather hefty cost involved. Purchasing a seat will cost anywhere from $50 to $100,
and the fine for violating the law ranges from $25 to
$50.
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by phyllis EL gene mccutcheon

Pay for the bull yure trone hit
The October issue of "Kentucky
Bench and Bar" carried a
refreshingly humorous reprint of an
item from a 1937 edition of the "Kentucky State Bar Journal."
The article was passed along to me
by attorney Edwin L. Cohen of
Louisville, with the notation that it
had been carried in The CourierJournal on Dec. 13, 1937, but was, in
his estimation, well worth printing
again.
Sir, I wholeheartedly agree.
Now it seems that when the
Paducah, Tennessee and Alabama
Railroad was first built through Marshall, Calloway and other Western
Kentucky and Western Tennessee
counties, it traversed an almost unbroken forest and vast grazing lands,
teeming with cattle, hogs and
livestock of all kinds, a great number
of which were killed by trains, causing the railroad no end of trouble.
There was, at that time, a young attorney in Murray by the name of Burrell B. Linn, a smooth-spoken,
diplomatic and friendly chap, with a
flair for getting along with farmers.
Linn was retained as a claim agent
for the railroad.
It is recorded that, back in the '90s
when a train ran over and killed six
people, he settled the entire claim out
of court for $150 each.
At last, he met his match when a
train struck a pet bull belonging to a
Tennessee farmer.
The following is said to be an exact
copy of the letter written by the
farmer to the vice president of the
railroad:

"Mr. A.H. Dauchy, V. Prst. of yure
•
ralerode;
Dere Sir:
This is the third letter I have writ
you in regardst to my cMme for enjury of my spotted bull, a pet of my
fambly, which we named Daniel
Webster, but which we called buster
for short.
I already told you twisct that yure
trane hit my bull a-tween Holler
Rock Junction and the second milepost comen this way. No reply from
you, except you sent me a blank to fill
out — and dam the blank. A
Filerdelphia lawyer could not fill hit
out.
As I said, before, frum whare the
trane hit the bull it carried him a
right smart peace beyond that pint. I
tole you plane that the injine tore offen a peace of his hide averagen eight
inches from his under lip, then sorts
zagonal over his shoulder and back,
and .then down his left side clear
under to his nable, on below part of
his body.
The trane wheel also stripped off
part of his hind hufes smack and
smooth, maken his feet very tender
and sore, so he can not walk good
without me and my boy Joe holden
him up with a pole when he travils to
pond for water which is only about
two rods off from where he is.
Before this axident he was a very
threatening beast and mighty cantankerous. Since then he has a sad
look and bawls-most of the time,
princepally at night, disturbing us
considerable. He don't eat scarcely
anything except some dry meal,

or else

because his jaws is mighty sore.
Tow of my nebors who I do not
speak to, say they will swar that this,
bull was struck by lighteen, but they
are a dam lie. He was hit by yure
payoff speshial trane which come
through my field a gallahooten at
midnight of Mch. of the 20 with its
whissle a screamen like hell.
Now if nothin was hitten by this
trane, why was it screamen like hell?
You can't answer. Neither can they.
Nor nobody.
Now lissen right clost. Me and
Henry Hefferman has aprazed this
bull of value at $eighteen dollars and
six bits and he is as we say beyond
doubtless a totle loss. Henry says he
aint never saw sich damage to a bull
in his day and time, and neither have
I, and my boy Joe says the same,and
we all say he will never be any more
use for a bull hardly not even for
befe.
So take fiance of this. This is writ
on Friday and maled on north bound
trane. Onlessen I receve check in
full...by a Thursday next I hear some
people say that sum spikes are agoing to git loost from the rales of
yure rode which will cause the rales
to spred out when yure passenger
trane number 104 cums along.
Then thar will be some big hedlines
in the paducky papers saying that
sum coches went into the barpit in
my feld, that a injineer and farman
were kilt and hurten sum passengers
right bad and maybe yure dam conductor Aleck Fulton will get a leg
broke or both legs and I don't give a
dam for that either.
Further and more to that you nede

not send that Pot bellied Burl Linn,
yure dame agt*, down here to settle
with me and maybetalk me out of the
whole buseness with honey -words
and honey words don't git no bakon at
Stagners store over at Holler Rock
Junction.
Se you better send on the check as I
advice you for I aint in no state of
mind to be talked to or have my word
disputen nor written you letters
which don't git no answer.
P.S. Jest a slite hint; Effen you
think you will git this case in Jedge
Harewood's cote you are offen your
nut. Him and yure dame agt. is a
thick as theves and I wuld aware him
offen the bejich in a minute,for I seen
him and yure dame agt. a playing
pich trumps in Shorty Dugans sody
warter place for sody wader they
said, but I guess it were for sumpin
stronger for Shortys place aint
nothen more or less than a salune and
Shorty hisself saw this game if he will
stick to what he said, which I very
much doubt as burds of a fether
always floch together in the cote
house and I don't mean maybe.

Social
Security questions

I don't know how some of our young couples with
several small children will be able to afford the
seats.
I voted no for these reasons, but the bill passed 307. It now goes to the House for consideration.
I also voted no — and in the minority — on Senate
Bill 166 which "rubber-stamps" the governor's
reorganization of the Agriculture Department. Inthat reorganization, some of the major marketing
and export functions of the department were
transferred to a specially-created Energy and
Agriculture Cabinet.
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The bill was narrowly approved — 18-16 — with a
lot of senators feeling, as I do,that we are intruding
M the affairs of a constitutional office and that the
two agencies are duplicating efforts.
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Final enrollment at Murray State University for
spring semester had been released as 6,000, according to Wilson Gantt, dean of admissions and
registrai.
Kathy Jo Stubblefield, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Bill Stubblefield, had been named ith-eternite to
Kentucky Dairy Princess, Rhonda Cheryl Wall of
Wayneburg,at Louisville Feb.14,_
Twenty years ago
A discussion of a proposed annexation of property
to city of Murray was explained by Councilman
Charles M. Baker at a meeting of Murray City
Council.
A 1962 Chrysler 300 owned and driven by Grayson
McClure of Taylor Motors, Inc., Murray, had clinched a victory in super stock automatics class at
National Drag Races, Daytona Beach, Fla.
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Thirty years ago
Joe Cable, son of Mr. and Mrs. Ray Cable, was
one of 15 Murray State College students named to
"Who's Who in American Colleges and Universities" at Murray State College.
Prof. Roman Prydatkevytch and daughter, Hannah, were to present the third in a series of violin
and piano recitals Feb. 19 at Recital Hall, Fine Arts
Building, Murray State College.
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washingtoa today
WASHINGTON (AP) — This may
be the era of "new federalism," but it
seems there is no way to cut down on
the Senior Officials floating around
the world. Where once chere was one,
now there are two.
From the plush interiors of jets like
Air Force One they enunciate U.S.
foreign policy to the rapt attention of
the capital's press elite — in the safety of anonymity. That they do not
always agree does not escape notice.
Friends and foes alike are confused
and sometimes angered. But, no mat..ter. The Senior Official, once he
returns home, can strip off his mask
and appear on national television to
set the record straight.
Or if things get really messy, as
they now are between the United
States and Israel, the president can
sit down and write a letter.
Only a few years ago, there was
one Senior Official. He was a globegirdling diplomat who looked exactly-like Henry Kissinger.
He sometimes spoke one way on
the plane and another way on the
ground. If there was a conflict, it was
between Henry Kissinger and his
look -alike.
Last year, Son of Senior Official
emerged. His resemblance to
Secretary of State Alexander M.
Haig Jr. was uncanny.
Last week, in the mystical Middle
East, surfaced a second Senior Official. He and Secretary of Defense
Caspar W. Weinberger could be

twins.
President Reagan later signed a
This struck some as ironic,
letter to Begin assuring him that the
because even while Haig and
administration remains committed
Weinberger were on competing trips
to Israel's security.
abroad, reports were rampant in
In time, the dispute probably will
Washington that the two officials
turn out to be just another dip in the
were pursuing competing foreign
roller coaster of U.S.-Israeli relapolicy goals.
tions. But the disarray of having two
Senior Officials outline U.S. policy,
The Senior Official who closely
anonymously and sometimes in conresembled Weinberger spoke
with each other, could be proflict
need
for
of
mobile
Jordan's
earnestly
longed.
Hawk missiles. He said serious consideration would be given to supplying the Arab kingdom with U.S. F-16
jet fighter planes. And he cited U.S.
condemnation in the United Nations
of Israel's annexation of the Golan
Heights as evidence of a tougher line
toward the Jewish state.
The point the Senior Official
wanted to make was that the United
States must have many friends in the
Middle East besides Israel. The
countries Weinberger visited —
Saudi Arabia, Oman and Jordan —
were offered as examples.
Talking constantly about a need for
"balance" in U.S. policy in the area,
the Senior Official alarmed not only
Israeli Prime Minister Menachem
Begin, but Shim on Peres, the opposition leader, and virtually the entire
Israeli parliament.
On Sunda), the Knesset overwhelmingly adopted a resolution condemning the proposed arms deal and expressing its concern over U.S..Israeli relations
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Git that and get it good for you cant
mess with me no longer."
The farmer got his check on the
next train by special delivery. He'd
have gotten it sooner, but the
telegraph office was closed when the
railroad received the letter. And Burrell Linn was later quoted as saying
that if there hsil Oeen air mail in
those days, the cheek would have arrived within one hour.
Reprinted from The
Courier-Journal.
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Heartllne is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems. If you
have question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write to
Headline, 114 East Dayton St,, West
Alexandria, Ohio 45331. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
include a sell-addressed, stamped
envelope. The most useful replies
will be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: I am a widow of
sixty-six and would like to know if I
remarry and change my name, will I
lose my present Social Security
benefits that I am drawing on my
deceased husband's record? We were
married for forty years. Can I be
assured in writing from Social
Security?
I have read about elderly couples
living together instead of marrying
in order not to lose their benefits. I
am sure there are other couples who
would like to know this information.
M.B.
ANSWER: Under present social
security laws, widows can remarry
after tht age of 60 and still be eligible
to receiye, or keep receiving,
benefits from the account of their
deceased husband. Considering you are well past the age of 60, it would
appear that you could remarry and keep your present widow's benefits.
You could call your nearest Social
Security office and ask that this information be sent to you.
HEARTLINE: My second husband
is 49 and I am 62. We have been married 11 years. I was married to my
first husband 23 years, before his
death. We farmed and paid Social
Security jointly. Now I am told that I
am not eligible for any benefits from
Social Security, not even Medicare,
until my present husband reaches
retirment age, at which time I will be
75. Will you please tell me if this is
correct, or if the social security that
we paid for 23 years is lost to me?
T.P.
ANSWER . Because you remarried
before the age of 60, you have lost the
right to benefits from the account of
your first husband unless your present marriage should end in divorce
or death. You were also informed
correctly about the Medicare
benefits, if you would be drawing
benefits from your present husband's
account. You would have to wait until*
he came of retirement age before you
would be eligible for coverage.
However, once you turn age 65, you
can pay the premiums to Medicare
and receive the coverage that way
until your husband does reach retirement age. If you decide to do this,
contact your nearest Social Security
office for information about the
amount of premiums and the method
of payment.
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Wahlig will direct production

Lackland Air Force Base, Texas.
Graduates of the course studied security and law
enforcement and earned credits toward an
associate degree in applied science through Community College of Air Force. Tackett now will serve
at Vance Air Force Base,Okla.

Ashle

Dr. and Mrs. Larry Guth, 1008 Westgate, are the
parents of a daughter, Ashlee Aleisa, weighing
eight pounds three ounces, measuring 20 inches,
born Thursday, Feb. 4, at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. They have two other daughters, Lauri, 11,
and Kacey,6.
The father is a professor in the accounting and
finance department at Murray State University.
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. L. E. Guin,
Okolona, Miss., and Mr. and Mrs. S. W. Johnson,
Starkville, Miss.

Mike Wahlig, a Murray
State University candidate for a specialist
degree in college
teaching, will direct the
Purchase Players, Inc.,
February production. It
is a comedy, "You Can't
Take It With You" by
Moss Hart and George S.
Kaufman, according to
Diane Reese, president of
local theatre group.
The play will be
presented Friday and
Saturday at 8 p.m. and
Sunday at 2 p.m. at
Mayfield Middle School

Poetry society plans contest
Kentucky State Poetry Society has announced its
1982 contest with 28 categories. Cash prizes amounting to $500 will be awarded, as well as books by
Kentucky authors. Deadline for mailing entries is
June 15, 1982.
For contest rules and categories, persons may
send a self-addressed stamped envelope to James
W. Proctor, 505 Southland Blvd., Louisville, Ky.
40214.

Miss Charm event planned
Performing Arts Association, a non-profit
organization, will sponsor the upcoming America's
Miss Charm National Scholarship Pageant, June
19-23, at Jacksonville, N. C. This is open to girls,
ages 4 to 25.
For information persons may write America's
Miss Charm, P. 0. Box 7246, Jacksonville, N. C.
28540. Persons should send a long stamped selfaddressed envelope, state age, and include a snap-shot and short resume.
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B&PW Club to hear Lough

auditorium.
Wahlig received a
bachelor of science in
education degree from
Eastern Illinois University and a master of
science in communication theory degree from
Murray State. He has experience as a director
and as an actor in a variety of roles.
Some of his productions
include "Sound of
Music," "Fiddler on the
Roof," "Ten Little Indians," "Exit the Body"
and "'Music Man." While

Brown."
Wahlig also has worked
as a technical director for
MSU Theatre. He said he
enjoys teaching and the
theatre because "both
keep the mind fresh and
active as long as the person involved in them
seeks to exert himself to
become competent within
the experience. Through
my teaching and theatre
experience I have always
sought evaluation from
the people involved to
somehow better what it is
lam doing."

teaching at Marsielles,
he directed Ottawa
Community Players in
"Rainmaker," "Sweet
Charity" and "Promises,
Promises."
A few of Wahlig'a acting roles include appearances as Tony in
"You Can't Take It With
You," King Duncan in
"Macbeth," Will Parker
in "Oklahoma," Nathan
Detroit in "Guys and
Dolls," Larry Reagon in
"Night of January 16th"
and Shroeder in "You're
A Good oiMan Charlie

Coffee given
for bride
at home

:

Murray Business and Professional Women's Club
will meet Thursday, Feb. 18, at 6:30 p.m. at Seven
Seas Restaurant. Robert Lough will speak about
"Effective Tax Preparation and Estate Planning."

Twin Lakers plan supper

Kiesow named chairman
Paul Kiesow is advance gifts chairman for
Calloway County Boy Scout Drive, according to Sid
Easley, fund drive chairman. Serving with Kiesow
will be Joe Dick, Ed Shinners, Harold Doran, John
Golbirg, Ed Chrisman, Max Parker, Keith Hays
been
and Holmes Ellis. "Most of these men have
exam
I
and
years
many
for
scouting
supportive of
tremely appreciative of their efforts," Easley said.

PWP will meet Friday
Greater Paducah Chapter of Parents Without
Partners will have a general meeting Friday, Feb.
19, at 8 p.m. at American Legion Hall, Paducah.
The only qualification for attending PWP is,a person be a single parent by reason of death, divorce or
separation.
General meetings are the first and third Friday of
each month. Additional activities are scheduled
throughout the month. For information call 1-4446251 or 1-224-2674;

Tackett completes course
Airman David B. Tackett, son of Ralph and Mary
C. Tackett, Rt. 1, Dexter, has graduated from U. S.
Air Force security police specialist course at

Twin Lakers Good Sam Recreational Vehicle
Chapter of Western Kentucky will have a chili supper Saturday, Feb. 20, at 6 p.m. at Community
Room of North Branch of Peoples Bank. Lloyd and
Fay Jacks will be wagaonmasters with J. B. and Jo
Burkeen as assistants.
Jack and Betty Wager and Bill and Norette Hill
were in charge of January meeting at community
room. Jacks showed slides of their travels in West
Germany. Others present were Mickey Hill, Ned
and Beth Wilson, Nix and Margery Crawford,
Rudolph and Opal Howard, Bryan and Kathryn
Carroll, Harry and Betty Cartwright, and Harold
and Ruth Eversmeyer.

Department has workshop A workshop preparing for annual luncheon and
card party on Thursday, March 4, was conducted by
Garden Department of Murray Woman's Club
Thursday, Feb. 4, at club house. Clover Cotliarn,
Faye McConnell, Janet Wallis, Verble Yates and
Irene Young were workshop directors.
Helen Hodges gave an inspirational thought. Myrtle Douglas, vice chairman, presided. A potluck luncheon was served. Hostesses were Barletta
Wrather, Dorothy Byrn, Myrtle Cayce, Rosanna
Miller, Lily Williams and Ruth Wilson.-

SECOND GRADE students at Robertson Elementary School presented a play,
Feb. 12,
"An American ABC," directed by Willie Farless, librarian, on Friday,
NifEric
row,
front
left,
from
,
Pictured
Day."
in observance of "I Love To Read
fenegger, Hannah Geerdes, Mondon Welch, Jane Martin, Matthew Lawson,
Dana Hohman, second row, Meredith Julian, Jason Stevenson, Kwanda Horn
er,
buckle, Marianne Gilbert, Michael Lovett, Kelly Krouse, Kelsy Christoph
back,Farless.

Mrs. Thomas 0. Jones,
the former Stacy Smith,
was honored at a coffee
by Mrs. Robert M. Crenshaw and Mrs. John Irby
Sammons at the Crenshaw home.
The recent bride is the
daughter of Dr. and Mrs.
Charles Smith. The
groom is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. J. R. Jones.
The honoree, her
mother, and her motherin-law were presented
red silk carnation corsages by the hostesses.
They also presented her
with pieces in her chosen
pattern of her stainless
steel flatware.
Attending the event
were A. M. Thomas,
Euva Alexander,
Kathryn Walker, Joann
Mischke, Virginia Henry,
DorOthy Byrn, Barbara
Erwin, Collean Peacock,
Kathryn Ray and Barbara Simons.

Community calendar
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Thursday,Feb. 18
Hospice Volunteer
Training session will
start at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.

Italian Spaghetti
Special

Temple Hill Chapter
No. 511 Order of the
Eastern Star will meet at
7:30 p.m. at lodge hall.

Onls,
With Garlic Brcad
Salad 40 Extro
69' Special For Kick1,
Onl%
F tee Refills On Drinl

Wednesday 11 A.M.-1O P.M
v.-,u Can t Eat This Gcod

Horr: for This Pricr.

We're happy to
announce that Semen
Keys Valentine,
bride-elect of Ettwerd
Aloe Wry., has
chosen her
decorating wecessories front •
bridal registry.
Susan and Edward
will be married April
3,1982.
.•

Rik CUT"
DIAMOND CLUSTER
PEG $200

The Treasure House
Southside Manor 753-6798

recital at 8 p.m. in Farrell Recital Hall, Murray
State University.
Twin Lakes Antique
Car Club will meet at 7
p.m. at Gateway
Restaurant DraffenvWe.
Home Department of
Murray Woman's Club
will meet at 2 p.m. at club
house.

Dancercise class will
be at 6 p.m. and ritual
practice will be at 7 p.m.
Murray Civitan Club
by Murray Women of
meet at 7 p.m. at
will
Moose at lodge hall.
Joe's Family Restaurant.
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter
Calloway County
of Beta Sigma Phi will Athletic Boosters Club
meet at 7:30 p.m. at Ellis will meet at 7:30 p.m. at
Community Center.
high school library.
Mothers Day Out will
Michael Alan Shoales,
senior, will present piano be at 9 a.m. at First Baptist Church.

MHO@

Mothers Morning Oal...2
will be at 9 a.m. at Good '
Shepherd United
Methodist Church.

7:30 Nitel

Carol Poe Group of
First Baptist Church
Women will meet with
Cathy Mathis at 7p.m.

ACADEMY
AWARD
NOMINATIONS
,
7:30 Mel)

BEST PICTURE
Best Actor
Best Actress
Best SupportIng Act
Best Supporting
Best Director
Best Supporting Actor
Best Original Screenplay
Best Cinematography
Best Editing
Best Costume Design
Best Art Direction
Best Sound

Still Going Strong

Good Selection

USE YOUR CREDfT CARD

7.00,9:15

This school is
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Boy honored
on birthday
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Western party to be
sponsored by society

PLANNING for Western Party by 101.1 Women's Society were, from left,
Ruth
seated, Geri Johnson, Ruby Black, Piper Black, standing, Aimee Lew,
.
Forrester
and
Marie
Conklin
Liz
Rose,
Barbara
McManam,Pam Matlick,

Final preparations for
Murray State University
Women's Society
Western Party scheduled
Friday, Feb. 26, at 6:30
p.m. were finalized
Saturday morning. The
social committee met at
home of chairman, Pam
Matlick, 813 Sha Wa Circle.
Reservations should be
made by calling Edith
Noffsinger, 753-3197, or
Matlick, 753-9716. Persons should mail checks
for 86.50 per person to
Wilma Beatty, treasurer,
1662 College Terrace,
Murray.

Events for the party
will include a barbeque
dinner, best western
costume contest, J. R.
Ewing look-a-like contest, hoedown with Shep
Shepherd as caller, and
other games and contests.
Attending the Saturday
meeting were Matlick,
Noffsinger, Geri Johnson,
Ruby Black, Piper Black,
Aimee Lew, Ruth
McManam, Barbara
Rose, Marie Forrester
and Liz Conklin.
Debbie Wattier is society president.

Hostess should report missing silver,
DEAR ABBY: You had
a letter from a hostess
who said that two pieces
of her sterling dinnerware were missing immediately following a
dinner party. She said
she'd looked everywhere
but couldn't find them,
and concluded that one of
the guests must have
stolen them. Both she and
her husband agreed to
say nothing. She wrote
and asked you if she had
done the right thing, and
you said, "Yes. To have
announced that the silver
was missing would have
created more humiliation
that the silver was
worth." In other words,
they were right to remain
silent. .
It seems-to me-thattr day too many people are
getting away with this
sort of thing because
nobody wants to create a
scene.
I don't know how it

could have been handled
diplomatically, but remaining silent wasn't the
answer either. I would
hope that in other situations of this kind you
might come up with an
answer that could be a
shade more responsible.
Thank you for allowing
me to disagree.
WARD D. PIERCE,
METHODIST
MINISTER
DEAR MR. PIERCE:
You are, of course, right.
Remaining silent isn't the
answer, but consider the
alternative: announcing
to the guests that some
silverware was missing,
and would the thief please
"Jess" up? (P.S. If
anybod. ut there knows
of a diplomatic way—of
making that accusation,
I'd like to hear it.)
•••
DEAR ABBY: Our
daughter was recently
married. She had a

church wedding and
reception. We did not
send invitations to any
out-of-state relatives
because we knew they
wouldn't come, and we
thought our invitation
might be interpreted as a
hint to send a gift.
Now, one of these outof-state relatives is getting married for the second time, and we received an invitation. She lives
in Colorado and no one
here has seen her for 20
years. We have no intention of going, which I'm
sure will be no surprise to
her.
What should we do?
TICKED OFF IN
TEXAS
DEAR TICKED: Send
your regrets and best
wishes.
•••
DEAR ABBY: Concerning "Out of Ideas," who
didn't know what to give
her wealthy mother-in-

a widow and will share
some of the solutions she
has found to the problems
common to widows.
Organizing support
groups for widows across
the state of Kentucky is
typical of Brannon's
longtime involvement in
public service. She served 11 years as deputy
clerk in Metropolis, Ill.
Prior to that she was
associated with a fivecounty Community Action Program in
southernmost Illinois. In
1972 her efforts resulted
in the establishment of a

law for special occasions:
Your advice was perfect.
You told her not to worry
about gifts for special occasions — to write letters
regularly and enclose pictures.
I work in one of the By Abigail Van Buren
finest retirement nursing and send pictures. Even
homes in the country, and those who can no longer
we do everything we can read but must have letto make our residents ters read to them enjoy
happy. But nothing we do holding those letters and
equals the pleasure they feeling them. There is
get when a letter from something magical about
"the family" arrives. the touch of something
And when pictures are. from the family.
enclosed, there's a
HOWARD IN
celebration! They're cir- PHILADELPHIA
culated throughout the
Getting married?
home to be shared with Whether you want a foreveryone here.
mal church wedding or a
But there's nothing sad- simple, "do-your-ownder than seeing a resident thing" ceremony, get Ablook for mail every day by's new booklet. Send $1
and be disappointed.
plus a long, selfPlease emphasize addressed, stamped (37
again and again that the cents) envelope to: Abby,
best thing a family can do Wedding Booklet, P.O.
for someone in a nursing Box 38923, Hollywood,
home is to write regularly' Calif. 90038.

Mary Ruth Brannon

Aimee Humbard married Sunday
wedding
Ms. Humbard, 22, wed
AKRON, Ohio (AP) — attended the
's
Wayne Darling,
in
Humbard
Daniel
Sunday
ion
Lights, televis
of Tomorrow 211, a television lighting
_
cameras and 25 atten- Cathedral
here. Seven&
dants all were there when near
director for the Hum bard
more will watch a
million
walked
Humbard
—Lankily
Aimee
mission, which
ast of the
s a weekly,TV
down the aisle on the arm broadc
lormicast
over the next
of her father — evangelist ceremony
two Sundays, a show throughout the
Rex Humbard.
spokesman for the United States and
'broad.
Several hundred guests evangelist said.

state and federallyfunded Day Care Center
that continues to operate.
Although Brannon
resided in Illinois for 27
years, she is a native of
Kentucky and has been a
resident of Paducah since
1973. She is active in the
Paducah -River City
Business and Professional Women's Club. She
is also a member of
Sigma Delta Chi, society
of professional journalists; the American
Society for Public Administration; and Pi
Sigma Alpha, honorary

For Information
Regarding

Electrolysis
(Permanent

Removal of Hair)
Call

753-8856

FAR LANDS TRAVEL AGENCY
HOLY LAND TOUR
APRIL 17-29, 1982
riden
hvIIIe By Margirit-i-MiEscorted Fron
Of Far lands Travel Agency
and
of Biblical History
Professor
Cloyd,
Charles
Bible College
Baptist
inent
At Mid-Cont
going over which will break the long
am
Amsterd
There will be a 24 hour stop-over in
a special exposition of flowers
Floraide,
1982
journey and enable the group to visit the
held every 10 years.
Included In The Your:
*Airfare, Round -Trip From Nashville
•Accommodations At lit Class Hotels
*Two Meals A Day Except In Amsterdam
*Sightseeing At Points Of Interest Including Admission Fees 8 Professional Guide Service.
*Transfer:8 Baggage Handling
*AN Taxes & Service Charges At
Hotels As Per Local Customs
*Tour Of The Flower Fields
Of Holland.
— 1 Night In Amsterdam
—2 Nights In Jordan
— 6 Nights In Isreal
— 2 Nights In Cairo
51850. Per Person Double Occupancy

Deadline To Register
March 1, 1982
For A Brochure Call

Cholesterol concern

DEAR DR. LAMB -- I am
30 years old and have just
been told that my cholesterol level is extremely high.
According to the lab results
I am more prone to have a
heart attack than the average man by five to one. I
have been placed on a very
strict diet containing no
cholesterol.
Most products found in the
local markets do not list
cholesterol levels. How can
you determine if a product is
low or contains no cholesterol? How long do you think it
will take to reduce my level
of cholesterol? I'm very concerned since my father died
of a heart attack at age 54.
DEAR READER — You
are right to be concerned. If
a person has a family history of 'members having heart
attacks early in life it does
increase the chances he will
have a problem. In most
instances if there is an
increased chance of having a
problem it will be manifested by a high cholesterol or
high. blood pressure. If you
have a persistent high cholesterol level it may be an
inherited trait.
The first rule is to have
more than one cholesterol
determination as it is somesociety of political scien- times elevated with stress or
temporary conditions. If it
tists.

Brannon received a
Bachelor's Degree in
journalism and political
science from Murray
State University and is
doing graduate work in
public administration at
MSU.
"We have scheduled
Brannon to speak at the
noon hour for the convenience of those who work
and we encourage
everyone to bring their
lunch and join us as we
hear this informative
talk," a spokesman said.

Lawrence E. Lamb.M.D.
City Station, New York, NV

remains high then you
should restrict your calories,'
and increase your physical'
activity enough to eliminate
any significant excess fat
deposits you have under the
skin. Get rid of it all, not just
a part of it. Most dietary
efforts do not help much to
lower cholesterol unless the
person also eliminates
excess body fat through general calorie restriction.
And you will need to limit
your total fat intake, especially your saturated fat as
well as your cholesterol.
Your own body will produce
cholesterol if you consume
too many calories and too
much saturated fat.
There are only a few foods
that are high in cholesterol
— egg yolks, organ meats
such as brains and liver and
processed cheeses. Plant
foods contain no cholesterol
(cereals, vegetables, fruit).
Most,animal foods contain
some.
I am sending you The
Health Letter number 15-4,
Diet to Prevent Heart
Attacks and Strokes, to outline a dietary program for
you. Others who want this
issue can send 75 cents with
a long, stamped, self-addressed envelope for it to
me, in care of this newspaper, P.O. Box 1551, Radio

FAR LANDS TRAVEL AGENCY

10019.
DEAR DR. LAMB — My
six-month-old baby died a
short time ago I don't
understand fully why. He
had a throat infection first
and then I guess the infection spread through his
system. The death certificate said septic shock and
some sort of meningitis, not
spinal though. Is there any
way a disease can strike a
baby like that and kill him?
The certificate also mentioned a viral infection. He
only lived nine hours after
he got sick. Any information
you can give me would be
greatly appreciated.
DEAR READER — Most
infectious diseases cause illness by releasing toxins.
These toxins can go throughout the body in the circulation. Stated another way, the
germs release a poison.
Septic shock means shock
or circulatory failure
induced by sepsis (an infection). Many infections can be
rapidly fatal. And many different viral infections can
involve the nervous system.
Unfortunately, we do not
have good antiviral agents
available similar to the antibiotics to combat bacteria.
But we will have some day

Murrayan initiated
Geraldine Fhrivers
Johnson of Murray
recently was initiated into Pi Omega Pi, the national business teacher
education honor society,
at Murray State University-.
Requirements for
membership in the society include completion of
at least 15 semester hours
of business and/or educa-

tion subjects with an
average grade of "B" or
higher and an expressed
intention of becoming a
teacher of business subjects.
Johnson, a senior, is a
graduate of William Pena
High School in
Philadelphia, Pa. She is
the wife of Dr. Willis
Nathaniel Johnson.

Pocket 300
when you take home these;
two great Fischer tastes. T.1
MI
-

STORE
COUPON

II

SAVE 154 I
on any package of
Fischer's Wieners

This coupon is good for 154 on when you buy any size package of Fischer's
for
Wieners NOTICE TO GROCER. Fischer Packing Co will redeem this coupon
face value phis 76 handling where the terms of this offer have been complied with
Any purchases of sufficient stock to cover redemption applicable Void if taxed.
by an outside agency or
prohibited Of otherwise restricted Of where presented
package of
broker Cash value 1/20th of 14 Limit one coupon per person one
wieners per coupon Mail coupons to Fischer Packing Co F 0 Box 1199.
Clinton, Iowa 52734 Offer expires March 17. 1992

the Bacon-makid people

ST
CO PON

SAV 54

on one-pound pocUlle of
your favorite-style Flscher's Bologna
This coupon is good for 154 off when you buy any On•-poun package of Fischer's
bologna NOTICE TO GROCER Fischer Packing Co will reeem this coupon tor
been complied with
face value plus 76 handling where the terms of this offer
Any purchases of sufficient stock to cower redemption applicable Void if taxed.
prohibited or otherwise restricted or where presented by an outside agency or
broker Cash value 1/20th of 16 Limit one coupon per person. one package of
bologna per coupon Mail cougar's to FisFher-Packing Co. P 0 Box 1199
Clinton, IOW& 52734 Offer expires March 17 1992

For Full Details

711 Main Street
Alerrey, Ky. 42071
7534616

Christopher Earl Hendricks

Deal.

Brannon to speak about widowhood at library
Mary Ruth Brannon
will speak at the monthly
meeting of the PALS
Volunteers of the
Calloway County Public
Library Friday, Feb. 19,
at 12 noon. The public is
invited to join the
volunteers for a brown'
bag lunch. Drinks will be
provided.
Brannon is currently
serving as the volunteer
--Coordinator of the Widowto-Widow network, a project of the American
Association of University
Women. She will speak
about her experiences as

Christopher Earl hendricks,son of Clayton and
Lisa Hendricks of Murray, celebrated his second birthday Wednesday,Feb. 10.
A party in his honor
was in the Community
Room of Hopkinsville
Federal and Savings
Loan. Cake, punch and
other refreshments were
served to 17 guests.
Chris is the grandson of
Earnest and Ernestine
Hendricks and Vernon
and Betty Williams, all of
Murray. His great grandmothers are Lorene
Byers and Elcie
Williams, Murray, and
Nola Jones and Nancy
Hendricks, Cadiz.

the Bacon mekin people

127 Seeth 7th Street
Mayfield, Ky. 12046
217-1717
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Storey's

FIDCID

Don't Worry Murray...We Will
We Reserve The
Not Be Undersold!
Right To Limit

Bei-Air
Shopping
Center

Hours:
8 a.m. toll p.m.
Everyday

Quantities
Aimmommumar.

PRICES GOOD WED. 2-17 THRU TUES. 2-23

REG. $1.59
IVORY DISHWASHING

.$

REG. 2/1.09
DIXIE FRESH
GRADE'A' EXTRA LARGE

MAXWELL HOUSE
BAG

COFFEE
BAG

L

LB

LIMIT TWO PER FAMILY
WITH ;10.00 ADDITIONAL ORDER
trims& mit1111. DAIRY PRODUCTS

6 N.le oz,

our nvo pume.

"1--111711767GrI

More Low Prices On More Items Everyday At Storey's!

/12 GAL.
9

OCEAN SPRAY

SUNSHINE 25 LB. BAG

UTTERMILK

ta

CRANBERRY

DOG

JUICE

$429

FOOD

640Z 49

ur

WISK LIQUID LAUNDRY

.DON BATHROOM

79!

TISSUE

$099

DETERGENT

al

(WITH COUPON BELOW) ....64 OZ

SCOT LAD

DEL MONTE
PINEAPPLE ORANGE OR
PINEAPPLE GRAPEFRUIT

MARGARINE...i11.aus.39
FOOD GIANT WHOLE

egt.$22

MILK

AUTOMATIC DISHWASHER
$2
49

ALL

JUICE

FLAV-0-RICH 12 OZ.

1

COTTAGE CHEESE....69

HEINZ

$139 OIL

KRAFT WRAPPED AMERICAN

SINGLES

12 OZ.

$

BLUE BARN

WESSON VEGETABLE

5

*imam
BEANS.

48 OZ $239

J

SCOT LAD

CORN

im.2/19

DOG FOOD
SUNSHINE.
IT'S

2511.

TEXSUN
GRAPEFRUIT

KLEENEX FACIAL-

TISSUE

200 CT

794

MARDI GRAS PAPER

TOWELS
SCOT LAD KIDNEY

Ao

JENO'S
FROZEN

frit

BAGS

4$ CT. $129

6
EEN
Lr
i

BUSH'S BAKED

HMV JACK INSTANT
16 OZ

16

SCOT IAD MEXICAN

2/994 POTATOES

16 OZ

$119 BEANS
YAM CAMP 160!.

DOVE DISH

..ra--7-54 LIQUID

...32-00149

ITHIMISLCAUMN

Mei

COUPON

COUPON
Ltmit One Per Farr)
Wisk Liquid
Laundry
Detergent

249'

isoz.69' TISSUE.... JIJeJi .4m89.4

mi.694 TAMALES

DRESSING,.

PORK & BEANS
DELTA BATHROOM

PARAMOUNT BEEF

IOW IIITTERMILK

TOPPING

•11/894 TISSUE...

ALL

MAC.& CHEESEmoz.3/$1

DRESSING

•

01.

COLO= unmoor

KRAFT ITAUAN

WHIPPED

554

BEANS

GOLDEN GRAIN

BEANS
,

S161

I

COUPON

Limit One Per Fomill

Limit One Per Fom iy

3-B All
Laundry
Detergent

Final Touch
Fabric Softener

$ 19

$34
16 az.

Good Only At Storers - Good Only At Store 's Good Only At Stor
Exp. 2-23-82
Exp. 2-2T-82 I
Exp 2 23 82
66.00066

COUPON
Limit One Per F

Dishwashing
AN

$24

411n.

Good Only At Stor
Exp. 2-23-82

COUPON

COUPON

I

Limit One Per Famit

Limit One Per Family

Caress
Soap

Ufobooy
Seep

1
41k42/9
Only
At Storey'
Good
Exp. 2-23-82

:t
soss3/$13
Good On y At Sta-ey'
' Exp. 2-23-82
••

•

•
-••••••••••••••••••••••
•

RED
COCO
Immompeummumma

;BEST c9.121(

.• •

i• •

•

A Soot brasQuomMy9e

Home Owned
& Home Operated
U.S.D.A CHOICE
CENTER CUT
FAMIL

ACK

GROUND
By4

ALL AMERICAN BONELESS

HAM

$1 69

ROUND
STEAK
79
LB.

II

HALF $1.79 LB.

BONELESS SWIFT CANNED

TIP ROAST

99

•

P9

49

TIP STEAK

f
i
EOt EA
IFI
i
EG

LB. S239

FIELD SLICED

U.S.D.A. CHOICE BONELESS

RUMP ROAST

36

t„a it

SPEEICILS

FIELD

U.S.D.A. CHOICE BONELESS SIRLOIN

BOLOGNA

LB $ 1 99

FIELD SLICED

U.S.D.A. CHOICE BONELESS HEEL OF

ROUND ROAST
FIELD KENTUCKIAN SMOKED

FORK ROAST
STYLE
ICC

P
LB. S'

SAUSAGE

LB.

"
I
••••

WILUAMS PORK
LB.

1 49

SAUSAGE
HYDE PARK PORK

L RN K CHOPS
PI O

LB. S 1 49

SAUSAGE

DONUTS

q 59

LB.

1 69

u, sus,
SO LB. BAG RED

-APPLES-SWEET
POTATO

194

WASHINGTON STATE GOLDEN

LB.99'

COLE SLAW
tioutom

.4-

ALAD

Li 89'

FOOD GIANT CASH POT

$700"

THIS WEEK WIN
LAST WEEK'S NAME: PATTY McCUISTON

RED PRINT
1111111111111111OPY AVAILABLE

1 LB.

CARROT

•

•41=111014.1•14••••
•
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Tips for dateless and desperate
We Are Now

•

For The New

'Gourmet Center
Also On Display
We have Oak

Block

Tables.
Call Nell or Jo
For The

Special
Low Price

Wall To Wall Special
Wood Table
" Solid (favics
top)
With 2 Leaves & 6 Chairs
In Maple, Maple Finish
And Pine. Low, Low Price
Reg. $459.95 Sale Price $399.95

$35995

Less An Extra 1B%

KANSAS CITY, Mo.
(AP) - When spring
comes to this "city of
fountains," daffodils and
tulips will bloom at the
foot of the $100,000 "Raintree Thicket," a new
-fountain in downtown
Kansas City.
Claiming more foun-

You Pry F.014 1 Pieces

Wiggins Furniture
Nes No. On 641

Murray

753-4566

G CORN, JR.

ing them find good
2-17-A
friends, if not lovers, "Ours is the age which is
NORTH
•A J 10 7
through the program.
proud of machines that
•A 9 8 4
But there are many think, and suspicious of men
•2
to."
try
Howard
M
who
matches that end in
•Q 9 83
failure. And she gets Jones.
EAST
WEST
•5 3
those calls, too, with a full
•6 4 2
•K Q 107
•J 6 32
recounting of experiences
•10 7 6 4
•J 9 8 5 1
and requests for more Declarer must do his own •
•K J 2
4
play
of
in
the
thinking
numbers,
phone
SOUTH
today's interesting slam
•K Q 9 8
"I see myself as a Unfortunately, thinking is
•5
psychiatrist as well as a not always enough, one
•AKQ
matchmaker," Ms. Alex- must also think about the
*A 10 7 6 5
ander says. "And I really right things.
Vulnerable Both Dealer
believe this is a viable Dummy's heart ace wins
alternative to the bar the first trick and the obvi- South The bidding
scene. It's a service to the °us plan involves the club South West North East
suit. If declarer draws 1.
Pass
Pass
IV
community."
trumps, he can score an 24
Pass
Pass
34
Del
511,
Pass
Every Thursday night, easy 12 tricks as long as he 4+
Pass
Pass
Pass
from 7 to 10 p.m., the can hold the club losers to 6+
trick.
only
one
seeking
the
in,
calls flow
Opening lead Heart deuce
elusive Mr. or Miss If trumps are drawn and
declarer thinks about East's
Right.
lead directing liouble of five scored, these seven winners
On a recent Thursday, hearts, he may well play equal a successful slam
a 6-foot, 225-pound man West for at least one club
Bid with Cora
who builds billboards honor. If so, he plays ace
club
and
East
another
and
who
woman
a
asked for
2-17-B
South holds
would go riding with him scores two club winners for
down.
one
-drive
in a four-wheel
•A J 10 7
The losing line of play is
•A 9 8 4
vehicle. Minutes later, a not without merit - it wins
*2
an whenever clubs are 2-2 or
woman called seeking -•Q 9 8 3
adventurous man who when West holds K-J-X
"likes the beach at Nevertheless, a better plan
North Sooth
night." Ms. Alexander is available.
1 NT
2+
•
After winning dummy's 2*
made the match.
heart ace, declarer should
thins than any other city standing love affair with cash his three high ANSWER: Three no trump..
outside Rome, Kansas Ci- fountains, strives to fund diamonds, discarding two Although North's response is,
clubs from dummy. Next,
ty now boasts 48 major at least one major foun- ace and a club puts East on artificial and the singleton,
fountains and dozens of tam n each year.
play but all is safe. Regard- diamond a known weakness,
smaller ones, says
less of what East leads, the no trump game remains'
The new fountain is declarer can score a high the most reasonable shot. '
Harold D. Rice, president
of the City of Fountains made of stainless steel
, trump and three ruffs in Send bridge questions to The Aces.
Foundation. The founda- and is the focal Point of a each hand via crossruffs in P0 Boa 12363, Dallas, Texas 7522§,,,
tion, which helps under- three-quarter-acre urban hearts and clubs. Added to with self-addressed, stamped envelop('
the five winners already tor reply.
write Kansas City's long- pocket park.

One recent caller said
ORLANDO, Fla. AP)
- If you're dateless and she had beautiful eyes
desperate, and you don't and was looking for a
mind talking about it, "healthy, financially
give Brandy Alexander a stable man... I don't excall. She might fix you up pect handsome." A 69with a dream date or a year-old widow wanted a
man who wasn't sexperfect mate.
You might have to hungry.
They were typical
share your frustrations
with thousands of callers, trading phone
listeners, but that might numbers so they could set
be a small price to pay for up a meeting or a date.
companionship, love,
Ms. Alexander, a young
woman with a master's
marriage or whatever.
Brandy Alexander, a degree in counseling,
nom de microphone, is a runs the radio-dating sertalk-show hostess on vice with a playful enradio station WLOF-AM thusiasm. She chats easiin Orlando. She runs the ly with all callers,
weekly three-hour show dispenses phone numbes
"Dateless and and encourages them to
Desperate," specializing talk about themselves.
She figures she's had a
in getting lonely people
fairly successful mattogether.
Single people of all ages chmaking career, judgcall in to tell listeners ing from the testimony of
about themselves and satisfied clientele. At
their interests. In return, least two couples who
they might get the phone met through D&D have
number of someone who married. One of the
seems compatible: the ceremonies was performnice voice, the self-styled ed on Elie air.
And Ms. Alexander
"good looker," the one
with the similar hobby, gets many calls from people thanking her for helplikes and dislikes.
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yew new home can be "Home Sweet Home" more
quckly after a WELCOME WAGON visit.
Tips about our neighborhood. Tips about good plac
to shop. Useful gifts and invitations you can redeem fo
more gifts from civic-minded businesses. That's wha
my visit is all aboVt- and It's free.
A WELCOME WAGON call is easy to arrange and is
such a special trait. We've beend?Teeting people for
over 50 years. Just call me.
Kathryn Outland 7537, 7/
Hostesses
Ingeborg Kies(Ant.)492534$
Mary Haniatea (Asst.) 753-5570
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Tuesday,Feb.16th
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Hrs:8:00-5:00 Tues.-Thurs.-Fri.
- 8:00-2:00 Sat.
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Results of Lindbergh kidnapping still being questioned

total bought $10 worth of
body matched hair snip- bought five gallons of gas mann's house, for a
"I'm Col. Lindbergh," voice since?"
By SAMUEL G.
One was then-Gov.
lumber there in 1931.
$49,986.
atof
station
the
handed
when
and
ped from the infant
He said he had.
BLACKMAN
Harold G. Hoffman. He one said.
"He has got this ladder
d
contende
nn
a
Hauptma
tendant, Walter Lyle,
he was alive.
"Whose voice was it?"
"I'm Blackman of The
The Associated Press
stayed execution for 30
around his neck,"
right
a
had
Fisch
and
he
that
e.
certificat
the
$10 gold
David T. Wilentz,
"It was the voice of
History's great crimes, days, saying that "hun- AP."
told the jury.
Wilentz
that
and
general,
"You don't see many partnership
"I'm sorry, Blackman, Bruno Richard Haupt- state attorney
it appears, are never laid dreds of thousands"
called seven
state
The
the
him
given
had
Lyle
Fisch
these,"
described how the state more of
to rest.
shared his doubt that I can't say anything mann."
handwriting experts, who
the
shoebox
a
purin
the
money
said
He
testified.
occurred
death
The man behind the believed
Assassination theorists Hauptmann, if guilty, now."
the writing on
, when Haupt- chaser replied, "No, I on- night before he sailed for testified
abound. Was Lee Harvey acted alone.
He went on his way hedge handed Condon a instantly
notes was
ransom
14
the
had
he
where
,
Germany
hundred
a
about
child
have
ly
the
mann dropped
.
Oswald the killer? Did he
Reilly
Another was C. Lloyd with two troopers. The note:
nn's.
Hauptma
nn
Hauptma
died.
since
"the boy is on the Boad while going down the lad- left."
act alone? Did John Fisher, the chief defense third stayed behind. After
his own handpresented
a
in
box
the
put
he
license
said
the
wrote
Lyle
Wilkes Booth? When lawyer.
checking my credentials, Nelly. It is a small Boad der.
writing experts who
"He yanked and ripped number of the car on the broom closet in his home.
28 feet long. Two persons
Fisher
case,"
he told me:
heroes are involved, the
a
"What
them. In his
disputed
damagI
later
ar"Months
was
nn
are the sleeping garment of bill. Hauptma
A ransom note deman- are on the Boad. They
questions never cease.
Reilly
said to me the night
ion,
summat
was
I
its body.... rested five days later. ed the box when
Now, a half-century Hauptmann went to the ding $50,000 had been left mnosent. you will find the that child off
ing
d
handwrit
dismisse
the
of
out
broom
a
the
of
taking
$14,600
k He didn't need the Police found
after the event — it hap- electric chair, April 3, on the windowsill; a Boad between Horsenec
as "opinion
evidence
saw
"I
said.
he
his
closet."
in
money
the
ransom
needed
e
He
Gay Head child....
pened March 1, 1932 — 1936. "They killed the three-piece wooden lad- Beach and
money... gold cer- evidence, guesswork."
sleeping garment.... garage.
the Lindbergh kidnapp- man who denied kidnap- der and a chisel had been near Elizabeth Island."
On Feb. 13, 1935, the
. I brought it
case
the
tificates..
of
aspect
he
One
away
miles
Lindbergh searched in Some few
ing is having its turn.
ing and killingAhe baby found near the house.
brought in a verdict
jury
and
garage
the
to
is
down
a hastily im- that Wilentz admits
The ransom note, vain. It was one of many scooped up
A recent book, and freed the man who
without a
guilty,
of
the
it."
hid
was
mystery
a
shallow
still
such searches, all futile provised and
scrawled in pencil, said:
"Scapegoat," questions confessed."
of merdation
not
recommen
did
courts
The
— the Virginia Capes, the grave and put this child in exchange of 82,980 of the
"Dear Sir
not only whether Bruno
He referred to a disbarJerrey
New
Under
cy.
him.
the
believe
at
notes
gold
on
and
ransom
downwards
"Have 50000$ ready waters off South Jersey, face
Richard Hauptmann, red Trenton lawyer who,
law at the time, this
star
the
of
One
in
Bank
Reserve
Federal
way...."
his
on
went
he
who was executed for kid- on the eve of the execu- 25000$ in 20$ bills 15000 in Norfolk.
that the death
The ransom money,the •Illew York on the day the witnesses for the prosecu- meant
napping and murdering tion, did "confess" but 10$ bills and 10000$ in 5$
Lindbergh was returnmust be imposed.
penaTty
Koehler,
Arthur
was
eftion
became
embargo
ransom
gold
the
and,
bills After 2-4 days we ing from the Norfolk ladder
20-month-old Charles A. later repudiated it.
was
were the key pieces fective. The slip was sign- a wood technologist of the The execution
Lindbergh Jr., actually
That was one of several will inform you were to search May 12 when he notes
d for the week of
schedule
SerForest
States
He
United
."
Faulkner
J.
"J.
ed
was the killer, but also bizarre developments in deliver the indny We was told his child's body of evidence.
18,1936.
The ransom money, was never identified vice. He testified that one March
whether the child found in the nation's most famous warn you for making had been found that day
days later,
few
A
had
ladder
the
of
check
rail
state's
the
cergold
despite
in
it
of
anyding public or for in a shallow, grave a few $35,000
a shallow grave nearby kidnapping.
was taken to
nn
Hauptma
floor
a
of
part
been
tificates, led to the arrest of "about 500 Fa ulkners." once
actually was the victim.
It happened on a cold notify the police The child miles from the Sourland
in Trenton
Prison
State
atnn's
Hauptma
d
in
contende
board
state
arThe
36-ye
a
nn,
of Hauptma
Two men, both 51, and windy night at a is in gut care"
Mountain home.
became
he
a
where
on
board
the
laid
who
tic. He
carpenter living in the that Hauptmann,
Dr. John F. Condon, 72claim to be that grown secluded estate in the
There was no question old
17400.
prisoner
found
and
attic
the
in
stock
the
joist
in
City.
dabbled
had
in New York
child. And Hauptmann's Sourland Mountains near year-old Bronx educator, raised as to the identity of Bronx
The hour of execution
April 5, 1933, Presi- market, was more active nail holes in the board
83-year-old widow, Anna, Hopewell, N.J., where offered to act as in- the body. In fact, Edward On
been set for 8 p.m.
had
matched
said,
he
the
which,
after
Street
had
in Wall
Roosevelt
has sued the state of New Charles Lindbergh — termediary in a letter to J. Reilly, the chief dent
Fifty-five witnesses
was paid. A those in the joist.
tes
ransom
certifica
gold'
ordered
Jersey alleging suppres- "Lucky Lindy" — and his the Bronx Home News. defense counsel, said for
Koehler said certain awaited Hauptmann in
d for silver cer- balance sheet purported
sion of evidence. She wife, the equally adored One of many replies he the record; "There has exchange
1. to show what happened to markings on the wood the execution chamber.
May
by
tificates
Wants $1 00 million Anne Morrow Lindbergh, received instructed him never been any claim but
r a gold note all but $14 of the ransom were made by a special- So did Robert H. Elliott,
damages and an order had sought privacy from to "handel inclosed let- that it was Lindbergh's Wheneve
in day-to-day money: $16,942.75 in his type knife. In November the gray-haired execuup
turned
declaring her husband in- the celebrity following his ter'' to Lindbergh. child."
nn was
business, the New Jersey brokerage account 1933 — 10 months before tioner. Hauptma
nocent.
1927 solo flight across the Thereafter, Condon was
Identity has since State Police located it on deposits, $9,073.25 bank Hauptmann's arrest — he brought in and strapped
Before leaving office Atlantic.
authorized to act as go- become an issu41.--4
. The deposits, $14,600 found in found at a lumber com- to the chair. Elliott spun a
-a-- map idtiva -pina between.
recently, Gov. Brendan
Lindbergl •Iras fn paperback, "In pins bunched in the his garage, $3,750 cash pany in the Bronx a piece wheel three times.
cent
Byrne ordered the 90,000 downstairs room that
Some days later, Con- Search of the Lindbergh
Six doctors applied
for a mortgage, $5,500 of lumber with a defect
pages of Lindbergh files night. He heard a noise. It don received in the mail Baby," contends that the Bronx.
pes. The sixth
ladstethosco
the
of
that
a
matching
Fisch,
1934,
Isidor
15,
to
cash
Then on Sept.
opened for scrutiny by sounded like "the top the baby's sleeping suit — corpse taken from the
a friend and fur dealer, and der rail. Hauptmann, it broke the silence: "This
into
drove
nn
Hauptma
Mrs. Hauptmann's slats of an orange crate sent as proof that he was grave was 331,2 inches
in the Bronx, $120 in coins in Haupt- was revealed later, had man is dead."
lawyer, researchers and falling off a chair." He dealing with the kidnap- long, whereas measure- gas station
newsmen. There was, he dismissed it. JultAbe pers. And then one of ment of the Lindbergh
said, "no need to wind.
many messages ap- bahy_10 days before _ the _
is
eserve secrecy" at this
Fifty mintiMi laterIt pearedln the New York kidnapping showed it to
date.
about 10 p.m., the American: "I accept. be 29is.This is one of
But when he issued the nursemaid, Betty Gow, Money is ready. Jafsie." the arguments, too, in
order, Byrne, himself a checked the second-floor The name,from Condon's Mrs. Hauptmann's suit.
former judge, also said, nursery and found the initials, J. F. C., was She charges also.that the
4`The jury decision was a crib empty.
presumably known only Lindbergh child's finger1 paras4Cle.
to-afk
sound one and justice was
Lindbergh ran to the to the authorities and the prints are missing frbm
done."
nursery."Anne," he said, kidnappers.
state police files.
Condon and Lindbergh
• That is substantially "they have stolen our
This despite the fact
what 13 judges of New baby." He phoned the went to a Bronx cemetery
the body was identhat
Jersey's highest court state police, grabbed a ri- the night of April 2, 1932,
child's
ruled unanimously 46 fle and ran outside.
where Condon handed the tified by the
by
nurse,
his
by
er;
-fath
years ago. The proofs,
Later I crossed his path $50,000 to a man, who
cor1 4% interest paid monthly
they said, "point unerr- while he was still sear- from behind a hedge, the Mercer County
1. 5/
t e county
ingly to guilt."
ching outside. I had been called "Hey, doctor!" oner and by
it
'an.
2. No monthly service charge
To give those now por- to the estate several and again, "Hey doctor! ph
Pagatia,
Col.
ing over the re8pfened times and knew the area Over here!"
n3. No minimums boluses raga'
•
files their due, horever,
Lindbergh, who had state ' police superinte
picmicrosco
said
ded,
it is true that the betclict
Four figures emerged waited in a car nearby,
ft's that simple wad thatgood!
troubled some from the from the darkness near was asked at the trial: hairs found on the
the
covering
material
day it was announced.
"Have you heard that
the entrance.
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Then you must NOT be CHECKING with HOME FEDERAL!

Our CHECKING ACCOUNT is the Best in town because it offers you —

WHY WAIT ANY LONGER?
Do It Now! Check with us today!

Episcopal convention to begin Friday,
The 154th convention of
:the Episcopal Diocese of
Kentucky in the western
half of the state will open
*friday, Feb. 19, at Grace
!Baptist Church,
flopkinsville. Registra;tion will be from 4 to 6
:p.m.
Worship services are
scheduled, at Grace
Church, Sixth Street.
Overall convention theme
Will be historical as it will
Mark 150th anniversary
of the Episcopate in the
Diocese, and 150th year of
the founding of Grace
Church.
Sunday, Feb. 21, at
noon the Diocese will
honor the Rev. David B.
Reed for 10 years of serVice to theipiocese.

••••

Six-Month
tin's, Mayfield, and St.
0
The reception and all Choral Eucharist on Sunmum
Peter's Church, Gilbertbusiness sessions will be - day, Bishop Reed- will
sville.
conducted at War dedicate a special
by
designed
Chalice,
g,
Buildin
Memorial
Delegates from St.
Stephen Walker of Art
Hopkinsville.
faculty,
Episcopal Church,
ent
John's
Departm
banThe convention
quet and sesquicenten- Southern Illinois Univer- Murray, will include the
Rev. David Robinson,
nial ball will be Saturday sity, Carbondale.
SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATI-ON
Rector of Grace Church vicar, Mrs. Leonard
night, Feb. 20, at St.
1201, Main, Murray,Ky.
Peter and St. Paul's is Dr. Raymond Lord, Whitmer and Elizabeth
MarSt.
of
vicar
Whitmer.
former
UM
Rev.
NM
The
School.
Catholic
759-1630
LENDER
Martin Mattingly,former
414tan Mr;44111 Itroadosy Phase 4424171
Britain's Field Marshall Viscount Montgomery
pastor of St. Leo's
died in 1976 at the age of 88.
Catholic Church here, is
pastor of that church.
Dr. Frances Swinford
of the Diocese of Lexington, co-author of "The
Great Elm Tree," a story
of early days of Episcopal
Church in Kentucky, also
will address the convention.
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Sun. 1 1 cm.-11 p.m.
7 Oz. Top Sirloin
Potato, Bread & Salad

ASSURANCE OF QUALITY. US.CHOICE - IOWA GRAIN FED BEEF, REELEAN PORK, AND FRESHNESS THAT'S GUARANTEED.
YOU EXPECT QUALITY AND VALUE FROM JIM ADAMS AND
THAT'S WHAT YOU RECEIVE. MEAT
ARE PRICED RIGHT AND TRIMMED RIGHT. AT
-E
HOW IT SHOULD BE.
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Bar

$399

KEEP THAT GREAT GM
FEELING WITH GENUINE
GM -PARTS

1972 Ford Grand Torino
4-door, power steering, power brakes, air
conditioning, one owner, local car.

$999.00

DWAIN TAYLOR CHEVROLET
641 S.

GM QUAUT Y

753-2617 MESIQV1C1 PARTS
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We Reserve the Right To
Correct Printing Errors

TOTAL VALUE P ICES
Prices Good
Feb. 17 - 23

Three Ways To Save You Money!

2

Quantity Rights Reserved1

EVERYDAY
LOW PRICES
Look for the RED TAG f hey indicate
the items you buy the most often
that have actually been slashed to
the bare bone to save you money
everyday

Look for the bright YELLOW TAG
These are our weekly advertised
specials we continue to bring you
super Savings each week.

PAM

3

WEEKLY
SPECIALS

Food Stamp
Shoppers Welcome

Oki io

Ragu • Original • soy. 16

Spaghetti Sauce .

. 15 Oz.(Limit 2)

Luncheon Meat• save. up to 20(

79

noz $

S am

49

General Mills• 12 Oz

BONUS
BUYS
Look for the BLUE TAG They indicate
items that reflect our tremendous
buying power and fantastic manufacturer s allowances that bring you
extra values —
— Saving you even more money

Pillsbury • Save Up To 20C

BONUS BUYS
BONL

BUYS
— BONUS BUYS --

roni
Cheddar

Golden Grain • 7'

Oz

MACARONI & CHEESE

DINNER

Seoltest

JIM ADAMS IGA

OPEN SUNDAY
There's One Near You!

Golden Ripe

Bush

loch. 4/$11

Chopped Kraut
5 Lb $119

Van Camp's • 8 Oz.• Save: 19C

Eronee - Noodle Weenie Chili
- Skette

Assorted Tissue • save. 32c

2/89;
2/99!

BANANAS

•

Charmin

Big 6 Roll Pkg. -$149---

Big Liquid•save. 30c

Ivory

•

32 Oz. $ 1 69

$ 1 69

HEALTH & BEAUTY AIDS

Red or Yellow

3 LB. BAG

Pond's Talc

......

1Craft Margarine
Sonnet 73C
•Compare•. Blue

_ go=nrioissoGactillie,
.....

THE MEAT
JO!

EV

14

•

YOU VE SERVED JIM ADAMS MEATS TO YOUR FAMILY WITH THE
ASSURANCE OF QUALITY U.S. CHOICE • IOWA GRAIN FED •
BEEF REELEAN PORK. AND FRESHNESS THAT'S GUARANTEED
YOU EXPECT QUALITY AND VALUE FROM JIM ADAMS AND
THAT'S WHAT YOU RECEIVE MEATS THAT
ARE PRICED RIGHT AND TRIMMED RIGHT AT
NO SACRIFICE Of QUALITY AND THAT'S
HOW IT SHOULD BE
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Pure Vegetable
19
IGA • Compare Crisco $2
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Pride of Illinois • 303 Can

GOLDEN

IGA • 12 Pk

limited Quantity At
This Low Price

HAMBURGER

Our Usual • High Quality
Family Pak

U.S Choice • Boneless

RIB EYE

FRESH
Showboat • 300 Can

3 Lbs. or More

PORK 'n BEANS
Save

00

Limited Quantity At
This Low Price ,

KRAFT
PHILADELPHIA

CREAM
CHEESE

ttiNOI

KNI I I(*

New Item ! 22 Oz

IGA • Wafer Sliced • 21/1.0s.

SUNLIGHT

Lunch Meats

BE A MEALTIME
DISH LIQUID HERO. SERVE YOUR
FAMILY FIELD HEROES.

8 Oz Package

STEAKS

GROUND BEEF

pkg.

49c

Field's • 2 Lb. Pkg.• Worthmore Brand $329
Sliced Bacon ..(Limit 2)Pkg
Metzger's chink
Lb. 8
Bologna

69

Fischer's•Sliced

Bologna

Lb.

Whole
12-14 Lb. Avg.

RIBEYE
ROLL
Crisp• Golden
it

_

Carrots
1 Lb. Cello ..

$3

;.... ............ ;-

3/$1 00.4r:.
7o

resh •Texas

Fresh

reen
•nions

Bunch

weet
otatoes

Field's,

Reelfoot

Dinnef Franks

PorkSausage_

ATCH-O-DEEP FISHES----

Treat litur
Fish Sale Family-to Savings During The
Jim Adams
— TASTE-O
-SEA —
TREASURE ISLE

Generics
Margarine

3 Fors 1

--rkTeiritg•Compote:crest,Acres $1.09

89c

.120z.
Batter Dipt • 8 Oz

Bathroom Tissue

Fish Sticks

69`

4 Roll Pack

Batter Dipt•
Haddock •

Cake Mix

Fish Portions

160z

H8G • Big Sib.

Generic Label • Compare- Duncan

Generic Lobel • Compare

Wnes SI 09

69;

Breaded • Big 27 Oz

Fish Sticks

Gisn•ric Label • Compar•• Horsh•y I

.••••1171111

Box

Whiting

Qualler

Quick Oats

Chocolate
Syrup

1291,

160. 69;
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a. Rites today
for Robertson

WASHINGTON (AP President Reagan says
the United States is firmly committed to preserving Israel's security, but
also must improve ties
and seek influence with
other countries in the
Middle East.
Reagan vowed Tuesday
that Israel will keep its
military advantage in the
Middle East and that —
contrary to what he termed erroneous perceptions
— U.S. policy toward its
ally is unchanged.
"Our commitments
will be kept," the president wrote in a letter to
Israeli Prime Minister
Menachem Begin. "I am
determined to see that
Israel's qualitative
technological edge is
maintained and am mindful as well of your concerns with respect to
quantitative factors and
their impact upon
Israel's security."
Begin and the Israeli
parliament were outraged by signs the Reaganadministration was
preparing to sell F-16
warplanes and Hawk
anti-aircraft missiles to
Jordan.
In a letter handdelivered to Reagan by
Moshe Arens, Israel's
new ambassador to the
United States, the prime
minister said an arms

Services for James
Robertson were today at
1 p.m. in the chapel of
Blalock -Coleman
Funeral Home. John Dale
officiated. Jerry Bolls
directed singers from
Seventh and Poplar
Church of Christ.
Active pallbearers
were Jimmy Crick, Jerry
Don Tucker, Gene Woods,
Tommy Rothrock, Jr.,
Junior Compton and Edward Willie. Honorary
pallbearers were Carl
Usrey, Twyman Edwards, Clay Smith, Jim
Washer, Rupert McCuiston, Z. B. Russell and
John Tucker.
Burial was in Tucker
Cemetery at Kirksey.
Robertson, 73, Kirksey,
died Sunday at Panama
City, Fla. He and his wife,
the former Reubene
Tucker, were married
June 20, 1936.
A member of Kirksey
Church of Christ, he was
born Aug. 26, 1908, in
Marshall County to the
late James Arthur
Robertson and Nina
Miller Robertson.

-
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Introducing The 1983 All New
Small Size Ranger

U.S. policy unchanged
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Mrs. Cooper
dies; rites
on Thursday

-Services for Mrs. Ebeth
Imes Cooper will be
Thursday at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home. Dr.
Walter E. Mischke, Jr.,
and the Rev. Paul Dailey
will officiate.
SELLERSBURG, Ind.
Burial will follow in
Murray City Cemetery-,-----( AP)--The man who
Friends may call at sold him the craft says a
funeral home after 3 p.m. Missouri man fatally
jured in a southern Intoday.
Mrs. Cooper, 81, 304 diana plane crash
North 10th St., died Tues- disregarded warnings
day at 9:25 a.m. at Long that the plane needed
Term Care .Unit of work.
Dale Mundy, owner of
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. Her husband, M and K Aviation Inc.
Burie Cooper, died April said people "stood
around at theairport
1,1967.
The deceased was a and told him not to
member of Temple Hill leave."
IV Anthony Wilson, 27,
United Methodist Church.
Born Sept. 21, 1900, at of Florissant, Mo., took
Almo, she was the off from Clark County
daughter of the late-John Airport about 5:30 p.m.
Milton Imes and, Odie Monday in the plane he
had just bought — a plane
Roberts Imes.
She is survived by a about 25 years old that
son, Joe Ryan Cooper,304 had not been started in
North 10th St.; two grand- months. Skies were gray
children; Steve Cooper and light rains were falland Anne Yates; one ing in the area.
About 15 minutes later,
great-grandchild.
Also surviving are two
sisters, Flo Powell,
Louisville, and Kathleen
Outland, West Palm
.2.19
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Beach, Fla.; two
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brothers, John Richard Air Products
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sale to Jordan could pose
"one of the gravest potential dangers we have faced ever since the renewal
of our statehood."
Begin argued that
Israel must have a
military advantage to
"deter aggression and
prevent war, which is
what all of us deeply
wish."
The policy uproar was
triggered by discussions
last week between
Defense Secretary
Caspar W. Weinberger
and Jordan's King Hussein in Amman.
Weinberger proposed the
arms sale to bolster Hussein against Syria and to
keep him from buying
more arms from the
Soviet Union.
Israeli fears were inflamed further by reports
quoting a senior, unnamed official in
Weinberger's entourage
as saying the United
States was considering
ways to redirect U.S.
policy in the Middle East
away from Israel.
"Permit me to say Mr.
President that I do not
understand why it was
necessary for the
secretary of defense to
make his worrying statement, and, indeed, his
anti-Israel declarations,
or at least, innuendos,"
Begin told Reagan.

The president said
Weinberger did not
return from Jordan with
a formal request for new
weaponry. "Any decision
on future sales to Jordan
or any other country in
the region will be made in
the context of my administration's firm commitment to Israel's
security and the need to
bring peace to the
region," Reagan said.
While saying Israel remains a U.S. friend,
Reagan added,
"However, I believe it is
in the interest of both our
countries for the United
States to enhance its influence with other states
in the region. I recognize
the unique bond between
the United States and
Israel and the serious
responsibilities which
this bond imposes on us
both."
White House and
Defense Department officials denied there had
been any redirection of
U.S. policy in the Middle
East. "There is no
change in our policy
toward Israel," said Pentagon spokesman Henry
Catto. He said it was important that the United
States have more than
e friend in the Mideast.
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Hutching.
Pictured from left: Nick Ryon, Ron Wright, Joe Rowland, Ed West, Carlos Jones, John

Come To Parker Ford Inc. For A Better Deal On The New
Small Size 1983 High Mileage Pick-Up In Stock And Ready
For Immediate Delivery.
Carlos Jones 753-2471
John Hutching 436-2367
Ron Wright 753-0156
Joe Rowland 753-8013
Nick Ryan 753-3338

Parker Ford, Inc.
7th 8 Main

Phone 753-5273

James Porker 753-5180
David Porker 753-0419
Joe Parker 753-2656
John Parker 753-1833
Ed West 753-3084

Warnings aboutplane
disregarded by pilot

Stock market

Hog market
Federal-State Market hews Service
February 17, 1912
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 6 Buying Stations
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the twin-engined Piper
Apache crashed in a field
a few hundred feet from
Interstate 64 near Corydon. Wilson died of
multiple injuries about
1L2 hours later at University Hospital in nearby
Louisville, Ky.
"I was wishing like hell
I'd drove my car in front
of him to stop him or
something, but I knew it
was his decision to
make," Mundy said.

Rain hampers
bird dog finals
GRAND JUNCTION,
Tenn. (AP) — Weather
conditions are making
the sprawling Ames Plantation a grueling test
ground for entrants in the
83rd running of the National Bird Dog Championships.
Mist and rain
hampered performances
during Monday's opening
round and muddy fields
wore down two of the four
dogs running Tuesday.
"We'll be back next
year," Bob Wallace of
Memphis said after he
had his young pointer,
Bluff City Mike, picked
up halfway through the
three-hour run Tuesday.
_ Mike made one point
before being picked up by
handler Tommy Davis of
Rienzi, Miss.
"I didn't want to punish
Mike under such rough
conditions," Davis said.

ACE
HARDWARE
ow"

MAR
$288

*

"Ace is the place with
the Helpful Hardware Man".

Rough, Tough
Monsanto
All Year 'Round
171/2")(231/2" Outside

astrorant

MAT
DOOR
.Cleans easily by shaking

DA1331
61283

CHANNEL
MULTI BAND •
TUNING

Hurry! Offer ends
February 28, 1982
Now you can have the luxury_ of RCA
ColorTrak remote control for no more
than you'd expect to pay for many
manually tuned sets RCA's electronic
hand unit lets you command channel
change, volume, mute and on/off from
across the room Don't lust wish you
had remote—come in now and make it
happen—at a price that's too good to
pass up

RC/1
SAVE OVER $110.00
$79900
Now
Deluxe Colontek remote consoles
tong home the chairside convenience of 6function Remote Scan Control in a 25'
diagonal ColorTrak console At the touch of
a button, you can scan up or down to any
VHF/UHF channel—or up to 57 cable
channels t Other deluxe features include
Automatic Color Control and Fleshtone
Correction. Automatic Light Sensor, and
RCA's quartz-crystal ChanneLock tuning
system

RCA
ColorTrak
25"

Mode1 GF11769,1

SAVE OVER $130.00
NOW

$89900

REGULAR $11129.15
Ap-ot-the-Une Coloiltak 2000 consoles
You can't buy a better RCA color TV
than ColorTrak 2000 These 25" diagonal
consoles combine RCA's finest picture
and sound performance with advanced
remote control convenience From your
chair you can directly chOose any
VHF/UHF channel or up to 57 cable
channels--or you can scan quickly
through your favorite channels at the
touch of a button

out and hosing down.
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A MAT BY EACH OUTSIDE DOOR
WILL ASSURE A CLEANER HOME.

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Murray Supply
Co.
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MSU to finish home schedule,Greene seeks 250
Murray State closes out
the home portion of its
regular season schedule
this week with two important Ohio Valley Conference encouters Thursday and Saturday at
Racer Arena.
The league-leading
Racers will host Middle
Tennessee Thursday
7:30 p.m.) with Tennessee Tech providing
the final home contest on
Saturday (7:30 p.m.).
"I think the next two
games are going to be
very critical," noted
Racer coach Ron Green,
"but everyone of them
has been critical to date.
We need to win the next
two games at home and
have a minimum of a
split on the road (against
Akron and Youngstown)

in order to host the OVC
tournament."
Murray State is currently 17-5 overall and 102 in OVC action. Both
Middle Tennessee and
Tennessee Tech remain
in good position to land
one of the four spots in the
post-season conference
tournament. The touranment, played at the conference champion home
court, will determine the
league representative in
NCAA championship
play.
"The OVC race is about
as tight as any league
race in the country," said
Greene. "Any slips on
anybody's part, particularly the Racers,
could have a very damaging effect on the outcome."

Middle Tennessee is
currently in fourth place
in the league standings
with an 8-4 mark and 15-7
overall record. The
Racers edged the Blue
Raiders 5948 earlier this
year in Murfreesboro
with guard Glen Green
scoring 21 points.
The Blue Raiders
feature one of the OVC's
top inside performers in
6-7 forward Jerry Beck.
Last season's OVC
Player of the Year, Beck
iS\ currently averaging
17.9 points and leads the
conference in rebounding
(9.4) and field goal
percentage (.631).
Coach Stan Simpson
also has 6-3 guard Rick
Campbell, who contribures 17.5 points per
outing, and 6-6 center

Chris Harris, who
averages 7.4 points and
6.7 rebounds.
Green will also enter
the contest one win shy of
a milestone - his 250th
career victory over 15
seasons.
"The game is really a
big one for us, but they
have all been big," added
Greene. "They all are
must wins for us."
Tennessee Tech is still
contending for a tournament spot as the Golden
Eagles are in fifth position with a 7-5 mark and
11-11 overall record. Murray won the first meeting
between the two clubs, 5550. in Cookeville.
-Tennessee Tech is
probably playing as close
to its potential as any
team in the league," said

Greene.
Murray State has won
nine of its last 10 outings
and the Racers have been
successful in 32 of their
last 34 games at home.
MSU has also compiled a
13-1 record this season in
games that have been
decided by five points or
less.
The Racers effective
scoring combination of
Glen Green and Ricky
Hood will be counted on
by the MSU coaching
staff to provide offensive
firepower. Green is currently averaging 14.8
points, following Monday's 23-point per-

formance, and leads the
OVC in assists with 113.
Hood, who shares the
conference rebounding
lead with Beck following
his third consecutive
game of 14 rebounds,
agerages 14.0 points an
outing and is hitting .600
percent from the field.
The Murray State Lady
Racers will also be in action both nights hosting
Middle Tennessee and
Tennessee Tech. In both
contests, Murray State
will be out to avenge
earlier defeats.
Tip-off for the Lady
Racers game is set for
5:15 p.m.

Wingo slows tempo against Lokers,
but CCHS controls outcome,38-34

t•
SEEKING NO. 250 - Murray State coach Ron
Greene will be looking for his 250th career win
Thursday when his Racers host Middle Tennessee.
_

From Staff Reports
Calloway County's fourth win in the last five
games took its own sweet time about making a
notch in the left-hand column.
Wingo remained committed to a tone defense in
an effort to force Calloway to shoot outside but the
Lakers patiently stayed in a four-corner offense and
survived for a 38-34 win Tuesday night.
Calloway took advantage of Wingo's man-to-man
defense in the first quarter and moved out to a 16-8
lead. But the home team switched to a zone in the
second period and effectively clamped down the
Laker's inside game.
In an effort to draw the defenders out of the paint,
Calloway utilized a ball control offense but Wingo
wouldn't budge.
Result: low scoring and boring. Not a single point
was scored in the third quarter.
"I know it's not the most exciting brand of basketball," Laker coach Chic Nute said after the game.
"That's not the type of basketball we like to play,
but we were willing to take the win whatever way
we had to to get it."

The game's tempo picked up in the last quarter.
With Calloway effective in getting the ball inside,
Wingo committed fouls and had to score to stay in
the game. The Lakers outscored the home team 10-9
in the final period.
Calloway (12-8) hit 15 of 24 field goal attempts for
66 percent accuracy, while Wingo (9-11) hit 44 percent on 16 of 36 from the field. The Lakers also held
the edge in rebounding 18-10.
Calloway's next game is Friday at Lone Oak.
CALLOWAY COUNTY(M)
Lovett 7 2-2 16, Tebbetts 22-2 6, Garrison 3 0.2 6; Key 1 2-2 4; Darnell 20-14.
Miller02-22.
WING°(311)
Steveas50410: Duke41-211i-Rayley 4041; Arkik2•44;Graws11-2 3.

LINE EYES - Calloway County's Keith Lovett
looks for a bonus bucket from the free throw line.
Lovett claimed 16 points for CCHS luesday night.

It's a Dirty Job.
But somebody's
Got to Do It.
And Speed Queen and Gituiend Electric Do it Best!

Save $50.00 on this
AutomaticElectric Dorris'
GENERAL
2 cycles, 3 tempperatures, with on
light. Reg. $299.95

Custom Polysteel

Power Streak

Suburbanite Polyester
C78.)3 Whitewall
Plus $1 94 F E T No
Trade Needed

34! SHE
P19575R14 Whitewall
Blem Radial
Plus $2.26 F.E.T. No.
Trade Needed

B78-13 Whitewall
Plus $1.61 F.E.T. No
Trade Needed

Power )freak 4 Ply Poly A A

C78-14
E7844
G78-15
H78-15
[78-15

P19575R14
P20575R15
P21575R15
P22575R15

.03
$35.86
$40.05
$42.74
$45.98
Custer, P. .,teel Steel
Belted Radial
$64.02
$68.28
$68.84
$71.55

$148'
$1.75
$2.36
$2.57
$2.84

$2.26
$2.50
$2.64
$2.85

SPEED QUEEN
Multi-Cycle
Washer
Has multi-cycle all fabric

-timer for regular, permanent press and soak.
rcelain basket.
Reg. $399.95 or 22w

Prikoer ‘t.enk 4 Ply

roiv

Whitewall

RUDOLPH'S TIRE & ALIGNMENT
GOOD ITEAR
Murray

$299

Power streak Blem
E78-14 Whitewall
Plus $1 75 F E T No
Trade Needed

blems

A78-13 "Blem"
$1.50
E78-14 "Blem"
$1.75
$32.50
G78-14 "Blem"
$38.041.
$2.28
H78-1 5 "Blem"
SUM
$2.57
178-15 "Blem"
$ 40.50
$2.84
Eagle St Radial Raised White letter,
$1 .91
P18570R13
$65.00
$2.65
P21570R14
$78.041
P22570R14_
$87
$2.90
P22570R15
$89.00
$2.95
.91.00
P2 60R1S
$3.14

753-0595

Save $100A5
on this

Polyglos GI
E60 14 White Letter
Plus 2 49 F E T No
Trade Needed

Liberal Budget Terms...Low Monthly Payments

721 No. 12th St.

$249.95

$31-5° $3262
Power Streak
600-12 White Stripe
hus$l 39 F E T No
Trade Needed

ELECTRIC

,

SPEED QUEEN
Automatic Washer wl Mini
Automatic Electric Dryer.
Basket. 2 Cycles, 3 water
6 Cycles handles all fabrics,
temperature selections, extra
select from 5 temperature
wash and delicate settings.
settings. Reg. $339.95

Reg.$399.95

$289.95 $359.95

Microwave Oven
Microwave Oven. Cook, defrost in minutes. High and
low power levels, 35 min.
. timer Reg. 1329.95.p...0.

$299
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Murray, Benton gain
frosh tourney finals

'44

By JOHN SALERNO
Sports Writer
After drawing a bye in
the first round, the Tiger
freshmen boys and girls
won second round games
Tuesday night to put
them both in the District 4
championships against
Benton at Murray High
Thursday night.
The girls' championship game will begin at 6
p.m. Thursday with the
boys' championship
game beginning 20
minutes after the girls
finish.
LADY TIGERS(30)
NORTH MARSHALL (25)

Ask

NI ft-

tice,

The Lady Tigers earned their shot at the title
by knocking off previously undefeated North Marshall, 30-25, in the final
game of the evening.. The
Lady Jets had handed
Murray its only two
losses of the year, 44-17
and 33-17, but the home
team chose tourney time
to play its best game of
the year.

4111
48
41
400

•••••••...

•11111.

Coach Kent Barnes
said after the game, "I
told the girls if you're
TOURNAMENT ACTION — Murray High freshman Rusty Wright (23 in
gonna play, now's the
left photo) looks for two points against North Marshall while Lady Tiger
Lesley Thompson (24 in top photo) looks for another Lady Tiger in Tuesday's - - time. We were psyched
up and we outpsyched
tournament action.
them.
I'm really tickled
Staff photos by John Salerno
to be playing Thursday."
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Nike Shoes through Feb. 28

Men and women can take advantage of this super sport shoe special on quality Nike
styles until Feb. 28th. They're the shoes you want for casual wear or outdoor activities.
Buy now at savings you can appreciate.

6 Styles of Men's Shoes

-___
Nike "Brain

Nike "All Court"

Leather uppers, herringbone -sole, foam
padded tongue and terry-cloth insole White
with red stripe. sizes 5V2 to 14. No. 4006

Cotton uppers and rubber court sole. Padded color, insole rind terry lining. White with light blue
stripe. No. 7300

Nike "Wimbledon"
White leather uppers with light blue stripe.
For the tennis player. Sizes 3 to 13. No,7000
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Ike "Leather Cortez' Nike "Bruin Canvas// -

Nike "Meadow

white with gree
5-13n stripe
Sizes
.
(Nylon Mesh)

white with royal Blue
Sizes5 Y213
No. 4204

white with red stripe
Sizes 3-13
No. 21 84
..,
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--White canvas with
/
blue trim.
No. 7412
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$11 839

(IllyIss Mesh) No. 7440

99

9

Nike "Lady Oceania'
Teal with royal blue
. strip No. 1707

White leather with electric blue trim.
Sizes 4 to 10
- Ile. 21941

Sale
Nike "Elan"

23

7

•

-

white
Sizes 4-10

______.--------.
-..,..

_ _
•.
(Cams) III. 741s
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I
Suggested Retail 523.99

ested Retail $
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Pairings for the upcoming district boys and girls
basketball tournaments
will be decided tonight.
A meeting of coaches
from Murray, Calloway
County and Marshall
County high schools will
be conducted at the
Sirloin Stockade
Restaurant where the
drawings for the tournament brackets will be
made.
The tournaments will
be played at Murray
State's Racer Arena during the first week of
March.
According to Murray
High Athletic Director
Eli Alexander, the tournaments are originally
planned for March 44,
but it Murray stateshould host the Ohio
Valley -Conference tour;nament (March 5-6) the
high school dates would
be altered.
"Our first choice would
be to go with a Tuesday,
Wednesday and Thursday schedule (March 2-4)

SPORTING GOODS

BENT0f4 GIRLS(31)
Jackson 5 3-111 13; &Mon 0 0-0 0;
Thompson 1 0-22; Hicks 40-1 8; Herndon 2 3-10 7; Cunningham 411-1 1
SOUTH MARSHALL(23)
Mathis 2 3-7 7; Keyser 2 0-0 4; Reid 00 4; Smith 111-2 1; Riley 1$-I 2; Sirls 10-0
2; Park 0 1-2 1
TIGERS(40)
Johnson 4 2-2 10; Rutledge 2 0-2 1,
Wilkens 1 2-2 4; Wright 3 II-0 6; Daily 70314, WellsJ. 400$.
NORTH MARSHALL(32)
Gotieen 5 0-2 10; Kidd 2 2-2 4; Parker 0
8-0 0; Dowell 0 3-4 3; Griggs 0 2-3 2;
Riley 1 0-0 2; Free 2 1-20.
LADY TIGERS(SP)
Thompson 4 0-0 II; Greene 2 2-2 6;
Ridley 1 5-9 7; Swift 0 4-5 4; Hays 1 3-45
NORTH MARSHALL(25)
Karnes 2 1-1 5; Poe 3 2-2 0; Harrell 0 00 0; Stowe 2 0-0 4; Waldron 4 0-0 II; Coe 0
5-10

if Murray State hosts the
tournament," Alexander
said. "Otherwise we'd
probably go to a Monday,
Tuesday, Wednesday
schedule(March 1-3)."
In other scheduling affairs, Alexander announced the rescheduling
of two Murray HighMayfield High girls
games.
Friday the Murray varsity girls will travel to
Mayfield for a 4:30 p.m.
game. Then, the Mayfield
girls would visit Murray
High on Monday for a
7:30 p.m. game.
The first MurrayMayfield game was
postponed twice because
of snow.
Also in—Hiritschedul-ing shuffle Wi middle
school game between
Murray and Trigg County. Friday both the boys
and girls teams at Murray Middle School will
host the Trigg County
teams beginning with
girls' competition at 5:30
p.m.
••••

Sports, briefly

Suggested Retail $29.99

Suggested Retail $34.99
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to send the home team into the finals.
Coach Jerry Shelton
said Goheen "is one heck
of a ball player." The
talented freshman had
scored 22 points in an
earlier game against
Murray, and beat
Calloway with 26 Monday
night.
He said Steve Rutledge
was assigned to guard
Gohegn, and that he had
to change defenses
several times because
North Marshall was switching its offensive threat
from center, to forward,
to guard late in the game.
"It was just a matter of
two coaches shuffling,"
he said. "Him to get his
man open and me to get
someone on him."
Shelton said his team
has "become mature
enough to handle
pressure" and "I really
like to work with them
because they hustle and
give you all they've got."
The coach added Thurday's game with Benton
should be a close one
because the teams have
split two games this
season. The Tigers lost at
home by a point with :04
left in the game, and then
handed Benton a 10-point
loss at Benton.

District tournament
pairings drawn tonight

20% Off

--

The Lady Tigers went
three for 23 from the field
in the first half but still
led 14-10 because of their
accuracy from the stripe.
They hit 14 for 20 at the
line for the game, while
North Marshall only took
four foul shots, hitting
three.
Murray's main
strength was teamwork,
as evidenced by balanced
scoring. Lesley Thompson led her squad with
eight points, while Diana
Ridley added seven and
claimed 11 rebounds.
It was a see-saw struggle with the Lady Jets
taking the lead with 3:46
left on a three-point play
by Beth Karnes.
However, Murray came
right back as Kim Greene
and Thompson had consecutive scores to put the
home team on top with
2:10 left.
The Lady Jets
answered with a basket
and Greene answered
right back and the Lady
Tigers then forced a jump
ball at Marshall's end.
The visitors fouled Vonnie Hays on the ensuing
play and she cooly sank
one and the bonus to put
her squad on top by three.
Greene hit two free
throws with seconds remauling to slam the lid.
Thursday the Lady
Tigers face Benton, who
reached the finals with a
convincing win over
South Marshall 31-21 in
Tuesday's first game.
Benton was led by Donna
Jackson's 13 points.
TIGERS(45)
NORTH MARSHALL (28)
Murray High's defense
checked North Marshall's Barry Goheen for
10 points while Tigers
Paul Dailey (14 points)
and Jamie Johnson (10)
led the offensive charge

Tennis

whipped Ramesh
Krishnan of India 6-3,6-1.

LA QUINTA, Calif.
(AP) — Ivan tendl extended his winning streak
to 41 consecutive matches
with a 6-1,6-3 victory over
Scott Davis in the first
round of the $200,000 Congoleum Classic.
In other action, Eliot
Teltscher posted a 6-1, 6-0
victory over Bruce
Nichols; Victor Amaya
upset Brian Gottfried 6-4,
1-6, 6-2; Australian Phil
Dent downed Mark Edmondson 6-2, 6-2; Roscoe
Tanner beat Jimmy
Brown 7-5, 6-3; Eddie
Dibbs topped Steve
Krulevitz 6-1, 7-5; Hank
Pfister rallied for a 7-5, 6- 7, 6-2 triumph over Nick
Saviano; and Tomas
Smid of Czechoslovakia
defeated Peter Fleming
7-6, 7-5.
In first-round action
Murray's Mel Purcell

Booster
Meeting
Thursday the Calloway
County High School
Athletic Booster Club will
be conducting a meeting
at 7:30 p.m. in the
school's library.
General business and a
change in the constitution
will be discussed.

Truck pull
Murray State's
agriculture fraternity
AGM will sponsor its'
third annual truck pull
Saturday.
Details and registration information can be
obtained from Bret Cude,
75:1-294:1
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Bill will allow judges to sentence Tennessee criminals
NASHVILLE, Tenn.
A P)',Sen. John Rucker
says his bill requiring
judges rather than juries
to sentence defendants
will make prison terms
for the same crime more"
consistent in Tennessee.
The Murfreesboro
Democrat's measure was
approved 13-3 Tuesday by
the Senate Judiciary
Committee, and he
predicted the full Senate
will also go along.
"We may get into a real
hassle on the floor of the

Senate with the (district)
attorney generals trying
to take some provision
out and defense lawyers
trying to put something
in," Rucker said. "But I
perceive that if I have
sort of upset both defense
lawyers and the attorney
generals with this bill, we
must have done a pretty
good job."

determine guilt or innocence. But judges
would hand down
sentences after conducting another hearing.

longer penalties for aggravated offenses and
shorter penalties for
cases with mitigating circumstances.

In most cases, juries
are now prevented from
hearing information concerning a defendant's
prior criminal record, but
such testimony could be
considered by the sentencing judge.

It also would do away
with the practice of allowing prisoners to shorten
their terms by accumulating honor time
inside the prison. All inmates would serve 30 percent of their sentences
before being eligible for
parole.
Representatives have

Under the bill, which
The measure provides
has been endorsed by
Gov. Lamar Alexander, prison term ranges for
juries would continue to specific crimes, with

t w ire pa Stied sin)ha r
legislation. The Howie
version of Itucker's bill is
in that chamber's
JudiciariCommittee.
Meanwhile, Sen. Rill
Ortwein, I)-Chattanooga,
and Sen. Curtis Person,
R-Memphis, have introduced legislation to
establish a system of
family courts.
The courts would have
original jurisdiction over
any matter pertaining to
juveniles, concurrent
jurisdiction with other

have introdued a bill to
establish a 2I-member
Court of Appeals that
would combine the current Court of Appeals,
which hears only civil
cases, and the Criminal
Alexander has also en- Court of Appeals.
dorsed the Ortwein'If the Court of Appeals
Person measure, but Ortwein said there may be is to be a 'training
some difficulty in passing ground' for the Supreme
the bill because not all Court, you need to have
areas of the state want to both civil and _criminal
abolish their current cases considered by the
judges," Ortwein Said.
juvenile court systems.
Ortwein and Rucker "The Supreme Court cer-

courts in mattert involving minor children and
original jurimliction over
child abuse; dependency,
neglect, adoption and
child support eases. •

S.

ta in ly has both."

Another bill offered
before the Senate introduction deadline Monday night would increase
legislative salaries and
expenses by the same
percentage that state
employees' pay and expenses are raised.
Sponsored by Ortwein,
the measure has 17
Senate co-sponsors,
which assures-its passage
because only 17 favorable.
votes are needed.

Speech team plans to compete
Calloway County Middle School Speech Team
will compete in the Jesse
Clark Tournament, Lexington, March 19 and 20,
and in the Regionals at
Murray State University
March 26 and 27.
Sixty-three students
from seventh and eighth
grades are members of
the speech team. Patricia
Lassiter and Linda
Feltner are team sponsors.
Each day one period of
class is devoted to speech
when students select
scripts, learn them and
then practice in front of
others to prepare for
speech tournaments. Also
students stay after school

various times to practice.
During this school year
members have attended
Murray High and Trigg
County High School tournaments.
Thirty middle school
students had entries in
the Calloway County
High School Speech Tournament with 16 high
school and junior high
schools competing for
first, second and third
places in different
categories.
The team has conducted two moneymaking projects this year
including a bake sale in
downtown Murray.
Recently the team made
school directories and
sold them to students.

- Leaking acid stopped
WEIR, Ky. (AP) —
Hydrochloric acid leaking from an overturned
tank truck in Muhlenberg
County has been dammed
up into a small ditch, according to Gordon
Nichols of the state
Disaster and Emergency
Services.
The remainder of
truck's contents was being transferred to other
14,
trucks following the leak
that was discovered
,Tuesday.

Nichols said there were
no large tributaries or
streams around the area,
and it appeared there was
no immediate danger
from the acid.
Nichols added that once
the area is clear, state
Natural Resources officialswill take soil tests.
State police say the
truck left Kentucky 171
and overturned about
11:30 a.m. about six miles
south of Greenville.
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Now Showing
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Beans

Cheese..
Butter
A

18 oz.

Mama's Sondwhich Save 20'

$1 19

69

Hyde Park Black Save 20'

Pepper

16 oz.

Aoo

$69

Cookies

Gal.

3

24 oz. I

Skippy Peanut Save 20'

Milk
99

99

749

Seahest Cottage Save 20'

Flav-O-Rich
Magic One

9oz.

$1

12 oz.

kix

Airwick Carpet Save 30'

Hyde Pork or Bumble
Bee Pink Save 26'

$709

Crackers

32oz.

Fresh

32 oz

Nabisco Ritz Save 16`

69c

Generic Apple Save 10'

99C

Tomato

<

ikthottbloetti
:
Cers
Save 60'

/t

$749

24 oz.

atsuj)
16oz.

OZ.

Aunt Jemima Light Pancake
Save 38'

Syrup

With $10.00 Or More Purchase
Excluding Dairy & Tobacco
Products Drinks On Special

2lbs.

Prices Good 2-17-82
Thru 2-23-82

7-up, Mt. Dew

Yellow Quarters

tic

Pnces

Ketelijo
\o Pepsi,
r. Pepper,
-14-1
fr4Slit
'

l‘

Margarine

Save 59'
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Great Northerns Pintos,
Blackeye Peas, Chopped
Turnip Greens, White or 3/$1
is oz.
Gold Hominy

Corn

UTH 4TH

4111111111

Cream Style
Golden Only

Vaseline Intensive

Reg. $2.09Save 60`

Core
\ommtb...

v4r

g3

MURRAY. KY

Save 40'

_

Coricidin-D D•amisailsa
Reg. $2.58Sr..$1.05

Tablets ...__241:1m't.s.

$ 33
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DIAMONDS.

BUY

BUY
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The Honest Way!
4

Amy Gold Stomped
10K-I 4K-111K-22K
Swoosh's,Cbsios,
"id—.Pocks
watches, WON Gold

We are not "Fly-ByHighters" only in town
overnight to take your
money. We've been ftusted
in Paducah for 69 years.

We ft

Pay You

CASH
NOW!

Ilan {nisi $.5.11 la IN
per point for 1/5 to) et
dims*
IN pits eisals 1 cant

DIAMONDS
WANTED

Open Doily 10:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.

49C
Ground-Beet
98c
I
Peas
Bacon Hams Picnics
8oz
69`
Topping
c
$1
85
79C
Fishsticks
PRODUCE
Bologna
89c Minute
Apples
Lb.

Metzger Little
Princess
2to 211. avg.

Field's Sliced

Slob

16 oz.

Metzger or Bryon
Smoked

Frosty Whip

lb.

$218

Frosty Seas

lb.

8 oz.

/b.

Field's Sliced 1 lb. Pkg.

Red Delicous

U.S.D.A. Choice

3lbs. bog

White Washed

Potatoes
Bananas
Grapefruit
Yellow Ripe

Ruby Rid

.1f.WIL116

•

Pure Fresh Leon Family Pack
3lb. or more

Frosty Acres Broccoli

Frosty Acres Blockeyed

WE

5 lb. Plain or
Self-Rising

.320z.$1 5

Liquid

303Size
Jaye 16`

ef
gkfriv
adat,_
753-9514

Flour

Joy Dishwashing Save 126

FROZEN FOODS
4
1
609/

\--1 4artha White

20 lbs. bog

3 lbs

Pro-League

-

Field's
Smoked Rope

age
$189 Steak. WienersC1 aus
$169 /b.

$100

•

Fi•krs

,20... 9
_ $91.9

U.S.D.A. Choice'

5fillRound Steak..

189
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Seminar for nurses set
In Aurora on March 3
A one-day workshop for
nurses titled "Stress
Management for Nurses"
will be offered at Kenlake
State Resort Park
Wednesday, March 3, as
part of the continuing
education program of the
Department of Nursing at
Murray State University.
Sessions are scheduled
from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.,
with registration from
8:30 to 9 a.m. The
workshop is designed to
be of assistance to
registered and licensed
practical nurses in dealing with the stress of their
profession.
Janice A. Russell, a
member of the nursing
faculty and nurse administrator for continuing education at Murray
State, will conduct the
workshop. She has conducteli number of stress
management workshops
and has had a private
counseling practice.
Russell has practiced
in the fields of medical,
surgical and obstetric
nursing and has taught

Your Key To Value

Limit 2

T.V. Specials
from Bristol-Myers

Extra Strength
Sufferin

• 60 tablets or 50
capsules
Reg. 2.57

Ban Roll-On
Deodorant
Bufferin

• Regular of fresh scent
• 1 5 oz
Reg. 1.59

• Twice as fast as aspirin
• 100 tablets
Reg. 2.68

,B11111111A1

medical/surgical and
geriatric nursing and
nurse refresher courses.
Workshop participants
will be given instruction%
that will enable them to
understand stress and the
relationship between
psychosoctal stress and
health/disease, to identify work situations that
cause stress, to practice
methods that will reduce
work stress such as relaxation, meditation, exercise and nutrition, to
identify work-related
goals, and to recognize
methods of communication which ease work
stress.
The workshop fee is
$25, which includes lunch,
breaks and workshop
materials. Participants
may earn credit for six
continuing education contact hours by attending
the workshop.
Anyone interested in
the workshop may
register by calling Janice
A. Russell in the Department of Nursing at Murray State 762-2193.

Limit 2

Typhoon Sarah killed more than 2,000 people in
1959 in the Ryukyu Islands, Japan and Korea.

Mos,athcore Special's for the Family
Limit 2

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
Nice & Easy
Hair Color
• The shampoo-in
hair color
• Assorted shades
• One application

ACROSS
2— Day at a
1 Seed
— Time"
containst._., 3.Wet down
4 Station
_
4 Nosegay
8 Daring act
.
— 5 Poem
12 Collection
6 — to say
facts
7 "Don't — on
13 Aroma
Me"
14 Jason's ship
8 Lard
15 Death
9 Teutonic
17 Have a bite
deity
19 King of
10 Keyed up
Bash an
11 African
20 Litt with a
country
lever
18 irritate
21 Container
18 Silver
22 Time gone by
symbol
23 Search for
21 Chastised
25 Marry
22 Beverage
26 WI's neigh23 Pierce
bor
24 Comfort
27 Sunburn
25 Pale
28 Prohibit
26 — a boy!
29 Cut of meat 28 Flying
32 Conjunction
mammal
33 Breakfast
29 Used a
fruits
rocker
35 That man
30 Interjection
36 Perplex
38 Small child
39 Tiny
40 Near
41 Encountered
42 Flaccid
43 Ga-ga
45 Deity
46 Crony
47 Printer's
measure
48 Torrid
49 Convivial
52 Weary
54 Goddess of
discord
56 Time period
57 Paradise
58 Run easily
59 Corded cloth
DOWN
1 Cushion

Colgate
Toothbrushes

Reg. 2.75

Reg 47

• Choose soft
medium or
hard

• Regular - 5 oz •
• New Winter-Fresh
Gel - 4 6 oz
Limit 2

Great Prices on Food Items

Bryan
Beef Stew

CeCOMMIWite
• NW-ditty Creafftef
• 180z

• 15 oz

Rog. 90'

Coffee mat

moo
Bryan
Beef Tamales

Armour
Chill With Beans

• 15 oz

• 15pz

NE COCOA

UM MUM 1200
UM IMMO UOU
COMO CUMMUU
MOO UM
=MUM 00012
UU MONO UDE
MU MUM NCO
BO= MUM UM
COMM LIEQUIDUU
ULM MUD
UNOOMUO COMM
MU UUMEID IDOU
Ulf MUM 1210
31 Retain
33 Wager
34 Negative
37 Mournful
39 Craftier
41 Roadside

noted
42 Lake: Fr.
43 Apportion
4.1 Among

45 Proceed
46 Attitude
48 Coop dweller
49 Drink slowty
50 Exist
51 Once around
the track
53 Scale note
55 Artificial
language

WM MINN MIMI
WEE UM= MINIM
WEEMMIO MUM ME
MMIll WU MEM
WWEM
WM
WEE WON WOMAN
WM WIIMMWME WM
WOW= WU WEE
WM WU WM=
WM111 11.11
WM
WINIMWM
WIWI WM= WOE
WEE

I

109 mazy

Answer to Tuesday's Puzzle

MIX

u...WM=

Your Individual
Horoscope

\
10
V
1 bet5

Fraaces Drake

Shop through the Store and Save Even More...

FOR THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 18,1982
What kind of day will tomor- SCORPIO
row be? To find out what the (Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) in'eV
stars say, read the forecast You may decide to invest in
given for your birth Sign.
art or make a beautiful purchase for the home. Ncnv's the
time
oppuetrati
mon
oneymaking
(Mar. 21 to Apr.111)-----d-Wt
into
News from afar is fortunate. SAGITTARIUS
ai
Friends stimulate you mental- (Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) ^
ly and you'll enjoy cultural Impromptu encounters are
pursuits now. Career luck is stimulating. A wealth of new
an added bonus!
ideas makes you confident
TAURUS
about the future. Exercise
( Apr.20 to May20)
your creative skills.
A new approach results in CAPRICORN
business success. An unez- (Dec.72 to Jan. 19)
pected opportunity comes Privacy brings you answers
now, so be willing to take a to difficult problems. Keep
chance on your originality,
promising
financial
let- developments confidential.
f
i
GEMINI(May to June 20)
Trust your hunches.
A close tie inspires you to AQUARIUS
improve yourself mentally. (Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Sign up for courses and ex- yen'u feel a mental kinship
pand your horizons. Consult with a new acquaintance.
with advisers.
Group activities are favored.
CANCER
mai...4 A travel invitation is in the off( June 21 to July 22) goy S-4
A career hunch is worth pur- mom
suing. It's a good time to hire (Feb. 19 to Mar.20) new help or to expand your This is an important time
base of operations. Always for your career plans. You
aim for the top!
may receive job recognition
LEO
important
or
new
(July 23 to Aug. 72)
assignments. Friends are of
You're in the mood to dine at assistance.
some place out of the ordinary. Romantic together- YOU BORN TODAY are
ness leads to thoughts of mar- idealistic and drawn towards
riage. Enjoy good times.
public service. You have adVIRGO
tj.. rninistrative talents and can
3 succeed in law and politics.
(Aug. 23 to‘Sept. 72)
UnexpectM company may You'd make a fine leader. Indrop by. Find a niche at home dependent by nature, you do
suitable for mental and paper not like to be burdened with
t0
00mucte
me a h reszry
to aitiy.
.O
work. Buy yourself a new desk c
nsibil
nver-,
oaeas
or supplies,
In business you're drawn
LIBRA
towards large scale enterIt's(Sept. 23 to Oct. M ) —
an inspiring day for prises, though financril suecreative types. Make impor- cess is not usually your prime
taut phone calls now, for your motivation. You'll also have
charm and expressiveness are success in the arts, especially
literature and the theater.
at tilt*.peak.-
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Barbasol
-••

Vaseline
f
Nil
ARt

Eveready
Enargizer Batteries
• Long-life alkaline for
all uses
• 2 pk 'G -cell. 2 pk
"D"-cell or (1) 9-volt

Barbasol Shaving C1,11111

Rog. 1.89

• Regular menthol Or
i me

YOUR CHOICE

new air

• 11 o,

29

Limit 2 pks

Sure&Natural
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Sure & Natural
Maxishields
• Protects like a full-size
pad
• 30 pads

;

2

ROI.LW

Peclais

4f24CZ

Renuzit Rug & Room Deodorizer
• Formulated to overcome even tough pet
odors
• 18 or

• Time-released
• 20 capsules

2°7

Reg. 1.67
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Main St.
Murray, Ky.

VISA & MasterCard accepted
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Closed on Sundays
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Hospital patient pleads
not guilt to bank robbery
LEXINGTON, Ky
(API — A Veterans Administration hospital patient pleaded innocent
Tuesday to a bank robbery charge and was
lodged in the Fayette
County Jail.

LEMON DAYS
SALE

was taken or recovered.
Kolb was arrested late
Monday after a
photograph from the
bank's security cameras
was shown on local television.

VA hospital
Fayette District Judge spokeswoman Linda
Michael Roney scheduled Cranfill said Kolb had
a Feb. 25 preliminary been a patient since Ochearing for James Kolb, tober. She declined to
34, and set his bond at discuss the nature of his
$25,000.
treatment, citing privacy
Police said Kolb laws.
previously was convicted
Police also refused to
of bank robbery in comment on Kolb's
Detroit.
hospitalization, except to
Police said a search of say it apparently was a
the VA's Leestown Road condition of his parole in
hospital turned up the Michigan.
money allegedly taken
Kolb had been allowed
Monday afternoon from to leave the hospital durSecond National Bank's ing the day and worked as
main office.
a floor sweeper at
Neither police nor bank Southwestern Tobacco
officials would say how Co.'s Price Road plant, a
much money allegedly spokesman said.

We're slicing lemons and chopping prices down so low you can't
resist them. We've cleaned out our stockroom, closets, corners,
even underneath our counters...ALL our goofs and lemons have got
to go. We're laughing at ourselves and kidding about our merchandise and maybe you'll get a chuckle too, but mostly you'll get a
bargain. Come in Thursday, Friday and Saturday and gloat over our
mistakes and boo-boos.

PET OF THE WEEK — This two-year old male
collie, Kavik, needs a new family to love him. He is
available for adoption along with several other
adult dogs and puppies at the Humane Society. For
more information about this outside dog or others
please call 759-4141.

Food stamp change delayed
FRANKFORT, Ky.
(AP) — There's been a
delay until April 1 in the
changing of sites for issuance of food stamps in
Fayette, Campbell and
Kenton counties.
Originally it had been
planned to stop issuance
at post offices in those
counties March 1. Human
Resources Secretary
Grady Stiumbo said corn-

puter problems have
delayed the change.
He said the new procedure began in Jefferson
County Feb. 1 and has cut
the time food stamp recipients have had to wait in
line.
Each recipient will be
sent a letter detailing
where to sign a card and
pick up food stamp in the
three other ceirnties.

No Refunds-No Exchanges-No
Lay-A-Ways
Nuttin' but your hard earned
cash or your credit card.

MISERABLE MEN'S WEAR

ato
hat*

200 Only Men's Famous Name Brand Long Sleeve
Dress Shirts. We've Got One For Uncle Sam, Uncle
Bill, Uncle Tom, And Then Some.

Your discount parts supermart
•
•
•

Values To $17.00

34 Only Men's torduroy Pants. How Were We Supposed To Know Corduroy-Only Sells In Boston. Values
To $28.00
Lemon Sale Priced 1/2 Off

•
tOroon

•

33.95
Transmission
overhaul kits

•
•
•

Eliminate transmission trouble now and save at Auto
Shack.

One Table Men's Short Sleeved Shirts.Of Course They
Are Ugly But Tell Folks That It Was A Gift From Your
Mother-In-Law.
Lemon Sale Priced $4.88

Foreign
water pump

Electric
fuel pump
Universal replacement for
most applications. Quality
manufactured by Master.

Lemon Sale Price $5.00

Remanulactured for most Im-

• ports. Price with exchange.

•••••,.

Car & truck parts...save 10-50%

290 Pair Dee Cee Fashion Overalls. So Bright You
May Need To Wear Your Shades To See Them.

4MM'

Reg.$18.99
tkansOlVi
,in50tinegil

BIG BOY'S BOO-BOO'S

„.•

1.99
Radiator Caps
Replacement radiator
caps by Slant for most
domestic cars

Lemon Sale Price $12.88

1.37

87.

email

Motorcraft 10W40 motor oil
Limit 6 quarts.

Motor flush
Takes only Jive minutes
Removes accumulated
gum, sludge and varnish
Limit 2.

38 Only Boy's Plaid Flannel Shirts. You've Got To See
These To Believe Them. We See Them And We Still
Don't Believe We Bought Them.

Do it yourself...save big bucks!

Reg. $5.99

Lemon Sale Price $3.00

27 Boy's Coats. They Look Good, feel Good, Fit
Good. I Liked Tern, The Buyers Liked Them, But
Nobody Else Did.

.67
Wiper blades
or refills
Replace bad wiper
blades. One blade or two
refills Lima 2.

Super glue
The gripper glue that
sets ih seconds. Limit 2
please.

Values To $28.00

9.99

Lemon Sale Price 1/2 Off

Rear view mirror
10" compact mirror with
day-night adjustment
12 mirror, 10.99.

WOESOME WOMEN'S WEAR

Hours: Mon-Sat 8 a.m. tit 8 p.m.

11 Only Wool Blazers. What A Great Selection This Is.
We've Been Collecting Them Since Last fall.
Reg.$60.00

Lemon Sale Price $25.99

BRAKE
FLUID

147
ACE all Altars
For most domestic
passenger cars ['mit
2 please

.99
Vise grip 10"
The handy tool with a
thousand and one uses
Limit 2

Puncture seal
Get rolling in seconds
be prepared 12 oz can
Limit 2

14 Ladies Velveteen Blazers Our Buying Office On
Mars Must Have Bought These.

V..

Brake fluid
Heavy-duty brake fluid
for disc or drum brakes
12-oz can Limit 2

Reg. $49.00

Open every Sunday

PRESS
PARTS SERVICE

If you need a hard-to-find part that Auto Shack
doesn't stock, we will get it for you promptly.

Sale Good Thursday,
Friday and Saturday
Ad

Ad pric•• not good or ••pr••• parts • Ad prectita good trtru Sunday

41-1
(STORE

SOUTHS!DE
SHOPPING CENTER
MURRAY, KY

IT'S ALWA YS A SPECIAL DAY
AT NATIONAL STORES
YOUR HOMETOWN
DEPARTMENT STORE

753-8971

Main Street, Murray, Kentucky

712 LOCUST STREET
PARIS, TN

844-9588

)
Y AVAILABLE

Lemon Sale Price $19.99

4

Main Street, Murray, Kentucky
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CHECK-OUT SUPER BONUS SPECIALS! A-3

CHECK-OVT SUPER BONUS SPECIALS! A-I

FLOUR

TallE

1

•

4 Rd

59'

SHOP it COMPARE SEE•• HOW
•16,
•th

Oil Jam 346r

Rya Rum

ROUND
STEAK

SUCED
BACON

flair
STEAK

.4299

Pick ef ',re4 Super Bonus Ct chficate
at our checkout counters

"

You get I Super Bonus
Stamp for every I you
spend Paste 36 Super
Bonus Stamps on each
certificate.

OPEN
SEVEN
DAYS it
WEEK!

V.
_

iv; ,11115,sarz

.••

BEST
Mb,

coin

A

Ars
. — rI

-

.
•
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CHECK-OUT SUPER BONUS SPECIALS! II-6

CHECK-OUT SUPER BONUS SPECIALS! A-4
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"HINER
PLATE

gis

2t)

Lash

1 t

YOU SAVE AT BIG JOHN!
:AWNED HAMS

3L1.4599

$r*or Toast Joie Pik

MINUTE STEAK

as279

3411 Weise

.
t2 69

WIENERS
---tURKE
Y NAM
J..$IN'TN&
'BONELESS SIRLOIN
STEAK

10166NA

Ls $179

AMMO 113.No. 1 Rob/ bd

ts.4279

GRIFmT

is894

*

J94

Oscar Playe, frein

SAUSAGE LINKS
Butferb7l: 10 LB a up
ilitTett

RECTIK ti

TURKEYS

/11-Dh'
f1410/
,z:
-0
•11 COFFEE

S LB And Ue

SPARE RIBS
Icelandic Breaded 14/ddoch Or

COD FISH FILLETS

MI WE
48s ON
T TWO CANS

A
AMERICAN SINGLES
Hyde Park Untar•prered

'Aron I

VEG-ALL
L/1.411

TOMATO JUICE
vhier
SWEET BUTTER CHIPS
Arad

PLASTiC WRAP

--15"4601.10000,0000mirdowilmilw"
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Collect a Complete Set. Save More Than 75%...Start this week

Castlewood

Enjoy this superb dinnerware at a money-saving-never-before-price—at extraordinary savings that make it easy for you to bring it into your home.
The new Classics stoneware dinnerware brings the beauty of fresh flowers to your table.
Exquisite handpainted artistry brings out all the subtle tones and rich colors of the flowers.
Baroque sculptured rims add a highlight of subtle formality; the hallmark of the finest dinnerware. Sculptured design of completer pieces achieves an enduring elegance. Every
piece is reinforced by high temperature firing that assures resistance to chipping, breaking
and fading.

A new piece will be "On Sale" each week!
Each week one of the five pieces will be featured at 19' with a
CHECK-OUT Bonus Certificate. Open 'stock pieces will be
available throughout the promotion at our everyday low price of
just 89' each.

Imagine

.You Can Collect a Complete Set!

SERVICE FOR 8,
40 PIECES FOR ONLY

(that's for five pieces in each place setting. dinner plate, coffee
for a total of 4C
cup, saucer, cereal bowl and salad plate .
pieces to serve 8 persons! Incredible value!) You would pay at
least five times as much in any department store!

Each piece only

Follow This Weekly Schedule
1st Week

DINNER PLATE

2nd Week

CUP

3rd Week

SAUCER

$760

19'

With
Cheek-Out BOWS
Certificate
Whh
Chock-Out Bonus
Certificate
With
Check-Oui emus
With

4th -Week
5th Week CEREAL BOWL

--194--ceisebc..,Born+,
te
ge

With
'CkssaOwt Saints
Certillusie

This Schedule Will Be Repeated

fz-4,

With Chock-Out
Bonus Certificate

Dishwasher Safe.. . and detergent proof.
Oven-Safe . . . goes from oven to table to
freezer.
Safe in Micro-Wave Oven . . . for time and
energy saving heating and cooking.
Every Piece Back Stamped . . . the hall!
mark of quality permanently as in the
finest and most expensive dinnerware.

k

A Product of Flaxer Paich Marketing

Wellington

AM those MatchIng
OPEN STOCK
COMPANION PIECES
AT OUR LOW PRICE
Open Stock Guaranteed
To Be Available For 5 Years

-_

9" Round Vegetable

Somerse
Start this week to collect a complete set of lovely Classics Dinnerware ..
Don't Miss Out... This is a Limited Offer!

Look for this DINNERWARE DISPLAY
in your Neighborhood
Gravy Boat with Stand

10^ Oval Baker

Covered Butter Dish

12" Oval

12" Chop Mete

Coffee/Tea Pot

er

2 Footed M

sir

Covered Casserole
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Committee questions Justice Cabinet finances ;#0/MAKE
0)
Co
iY.Ar BOOKKEEPING
SIMPLE rding
bably will be introduced
this week to establish a
medical-examiner's program in Kentucky.
The bill would mandate
training for .deputy coroners at a cost of about
$40,000 It would provide
another $80,000 for
transportation costs and
toxicglogy examinations.
The remaining $160,000
would be used to employ
two forensic pathologists
at the University of Kentucky's Albert B.
Chandler Medical Center
to serve eastern Kentucky.
The state currently has
two such pathologists,
are located in
Cabinet officials said who
Louisville.
that about $280,000 would
Deputy Justice
be used in connection
with legislation that pro- Secretary Gene Peter

FRANKFORT, Ky.
(API - The Senate Appropriations and
Revenue Committee has
asked the state Justice
Cabinet for a detailed
breakdown of how it
plans to spend an extra
$500,000 recommended
for a medical-examiners'
program.
The additional funding
recommendation is included for fiscal year 1983
under the budget proposed by Gov. John Y. Brown
Jr. But committee
members had trouble
Tuesday identifying exactly where the money
would be spent.

said part of the remaining money would be used
to contract with three
pathologists, to be
located in Somerset,
Hazard and Harlan.
The cabinet now has
nine pathologists under
contract around the state
to perform autopsies.
In addition, Peter told
the Appropriations and
Revenue Committee, the
cabinet plans to increase
from $200 to $250 the fee
paid the pathologists for
each autopsy they perform.
But Peter's explanation
left Sen. Mike Moloney,
D-Lexington, unable to
account for about $100,000
of the recommended increase.
Moloney, who chairs
the committee, noted that

$100,000 may not be a
significant amount in
view of the state's multibillion dollar budget.
But such amounts accumulate to become
significant, he added,
asking cabinet officials to
submit a detailed
breakdown of how they
plan to spend the money.
The Justice Cabinet's
coroner bill is one of two
such measures introduced before the 1982
General Assembly.
Sen. Jack Trevey, ftLexington, has proposed
a constitutional amendment that would give the
legislature the authority
to set standards for the
office of coroner.
That measure,
however, apparently
could not be placed on the

ballot until I'M
Normally , each session
of the (;enera I Assembly
may choose to put four
constitutional questions
before the voters during
the general election in
which House niembers
are selected.
Because of recently
enacted changes in the
way legislators are
elected, however, the attorney general has ruled
that no such questions
may be put on the ballot
until 1984.
And then, according to
the ruling, only four
issues may be proposed.
As a result, a Senate
committee has decided
not to consider. any ,constitutional amendments
during the current
legislative session.

Hospital reports newborn admissions, dismissals
2-13-82
NEWBORN
ADMISSIONS
Linda Clark and baby
boy, Rt. 5, Box 409A,
Paris, Tenn.
Jannie Huffman and
baby girl, 1701 Johnson.
Teresa Delancey and
baby girl, 111 North

Seventh St.
DISMISSALS
Ricky F. Rogers, Rt. 2,
Buchanan, Tenn.; Kenneth D. Smith, Rt. 6; Bonnie Gail Epps and baby
boy, Rt. 7, Benton; Trena
D. Burpo and baby boy,
Rt. 1, Benton; Dinah C.
Vire and baby girl, 2106

Edinborough.
Rebecca J. Vance and
baby boy, Rt. ; Mary F.
Schrader, Hazel; Rhonda
J. Schrader, Hazel; Reva
S. Hillman, CR Box 41,
New Concord; Betty J.
Ray,Rt. 3, Clinton.
Agnes I. McCallum,
1708 Melrose; Billy Ray

Reagan says no thanks to more free clothes
WASHINGTON (AP) — the designers were
Nancy Reagan,apparent- notified.
ly finding the political
She said the president's
price too high, is saying wife believed her efforts
thanks but no thank$ to to help the fashion inany more free clothes dustry have been
from American misunderstood, adding
designers.
that she will continue to
Aides have donate clothes to
acknowledged that her American museums.
acceptance of expensive
The decision to stop acclothing, coupled with her
free clothes
cepting
recent purchase of new
about a month
comes
china for the White
after the first lady's press
House, could have con- —
office announced her protributed to a perception
ject- to give some of her
adhusband's
that her
wardrobe to 13 museums.
ministration caters to the
•
It was the first public
rich.
Mrs. Reagan did not acknowledgement that
tell reporters directly of Mrs. Reagan had been
her decision, but her receiving what unpress secretary, Sheila doubtedly amounted to
Tate, relayed word Tues- several thousands of
day that the first lady told dollars worth of free
her favorite 'designers clothes. None of Mrs.
recently she wouldn't be Reagan's aides would say
accepting their fashions when she first began getting the original fashions,
anymore.
Mrs. Tate said she did how many she had receivnot know precisely when ed or how much they are

worth.
Contrary to the official
White House contention
that Mrs. Reagan's at,
tempts to help fashion ind ustr y were
misunderstood, administration officials
have acknowledgedprivately that the
museum project basically was a way to minimize
the public relations
damage the issue could
cause.
These officials, Who'requested anonymity, have
said White House aides
discovered that Mrs.
Reagan was accepting
the clothes during a
general • review of gift
policy following the
disclosure by former national security adviser
Richard V. Allen that he
had accepted two watches from Japanese
friends. Allen subseqently resigned.

Thurman, Rt. 5; Mamie
M. Ford, Rt. 2; Jared D.
Hill, Rt. 1, Almo; David
W. Lessman, Rt. 1, Cottage Grove, Tenn.
Saundra C. Clinton, Rt.
1, Almo; Willene Alex2 Spruce St.;
/
ander, 1001
Betty J. Kingia.§, 1105
South 1 6 th St.;

Rosemarie Blevins, Rt.1,
Dukedom, Tenn.; Vivian
Lucille Sorensen, Rt. 2.
Lawton Robinson, Rt.
1, Puryear, Tenn.; Pearl
Allison, Hardin; Carrie
Crawford, 1610 West
Main St.; Elizabeth H.
Marshall, Hazel; M. Otho
Franklin, Rt. 8, Benton.

Easy Check-Writing/Check-Reco
Program Designed for Small Businesses!

System as Shown

• TRS-80 Model III Desktop
Computer
• Line Printer VIII For
Checks, Reports
• Check Writer-80" Program

Radio lhaek
A DIVISION OF TANDY CORPORATION

Replace your pegboard
system! Fill in the check on
the screen, then print checks,
expense summaries, and
registers—and even reconcile
statements.

SEE IT AT YOUR NEAREST
RADIO SHACK STORE,
COMPUTER CENTER
OR PARTICIPATING DEALER

PRICES MAY VARY AT INDIVIDUAL STORES AND DEALERS

Try the
great taste of
Nothing.
a

_

•

El

cABAKE
Easi

10'

RC100's got Nothing.
No Sugar,No Caffeine. Nothing...but Taste.

Big John's Deli

Ell Ell
STORE COUPON

Ell NM MIEllIN MN NM IIN Ell MI NM

Here's a little something for Nothing. i
TO THE DEALER Our salesman
will redeem this coupon so accordance with the Worms of offer stated
plus usual handling his Coupon is
good only on Ohs brand spoofed
and'names provsng purchases of
sufficient stock to cover coupons
must be shown upon request
Customer must pay any sales
lases and deposits Caen redempnon value tin or 15

fir*
DINNER

CI

BOTTLER
NAME AND ADDRESS
MERE .
ON YOUR NEXT PURCHASE OF RC 100

4-31-82
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...Chet& these advantages.
INIP Full color portraits,
Specials for Tiny Tots,
•
Complete framing

2.7
°
0

service

as "malt Li /a /14) ienr•oen7
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▪ Cefeet- - ?
All men
✓
born from
I
1960
through
1963 must
be
registered
with the
Selective Service System before
March 1, 1982, to avoid penalty
It, easy. Go t the nearest Post
Office and fill I your card It'll
take two m
and put your
mind at ease.
BEFORE
MARCH 1ST

- :98

360 Main

cessiW tiffeet
40 • ilibrsiarai

Save 25% On Four
Heavy-Doty Lifetime
Warranty Shocks InWhere?

Boaz was recipient of first diploma
from Murray Institute in 1872-3
By L.J. Hortin
This old diploma was granted in
June, 1872 or '73, by the Murray
Institute to Miss Emma Boaz, and
it was signed by Henry Nold,
A.M., its first president. The exact
year is not legible on the old
diploma, but it is known thaktiiir.
Nold served only two years,beginning in 1872 when the Institute
first opened its doors.
Ralph Wear, long-time staff
member of the Murray Ledger &
Times, made the old diploma
available to this writer. Parts of
the signatures were reproduced
by hand on the photo-copy.
Long before Murray State
University was even a dream, the
. city of Murray "was known far
-AM - wide as a cultured and

enlightened center" for its music,
art, literature and drama, according to John McElrath
Meloan's account in the History of
Calloway County.
Meloan said the Murray Institute, established in 1871,
"marked the real beginning of the
educational movement in
Calloway . . . Culminating in the
building of the Murray State
Teachers College, the high schools
at Murray, Hazel and Kirksey and
the improvement of the rural
school houses."
The "History" affirmed the
"the Institute building was the
handsomest school structure west
of the Tennessee River." The twostory building, costing 817,500 and
containing seven large rooms,

.•

.:2•

•4.I.P.

was located near the site of the old
Murray High School, now the Middle School. It was destroyed by
fire in 1904.
In addition to Professor Nold,
the first faculty of the Murray Institute included two assistants and
a music teacher. Mr. Nold was
followed by J. P. Brannock as
principal. Others listed in the
scanty records available included: Mr. Dicken, Mr. Penniston,
Mr. Babbitt, Mr. H. E. Holton, and
"Messrs." Neville, Smith, Bennett, Throop, Barnes, Reed, Morrison, and Brown. Members of the
first board of trustees included:
W.J. Stubblefield, R.L. Ellison,
R.E. Beckham, T.R. Jones, Wm.
Holland, Wm. Ryan and J.C.
McElrath.

p7oin the jight.„
Against cancer by helping the
McDowell Can Foundation raise
funds to build a awn center for
Kentocidans Reaching out spedd $111 wino
depends on the generosity of plegit,
like you.
Please send contributions to:
McDOWELL CANCER FOUNDATION, 915 South Limestone, Lexington. Kentucky 40536
Al donations will be matched by
Mrs. Lucille Markey of Calumet
Farm

i

For Sole
Large assortment

of genuine 14 Kt.
gold dipped leaves
36 ditterett styles

•

Ga to the neweste and take a Ow
o fill out your card

AMP SAFIfira
n

$2.95 East

Gold II
Silver Inc.
Olympic Plaza
753-7113
Open 9 a.m.to 9 p.m. 4.1n Memory

_

FOR
THANKS GOD
--- LITTLE GIRLS AND
0 .-_Little girls Are 11-101tter delight. And so are little
o
s
b
y
Truly a blessing from God
And Oh such a
above

- But days and years fly
_ __by so fast Soon they're
grown and gone.
__The memories of chilBEFORE -*- --dren at play will last,
filling your heart with a
MARCH 1ST
g.
son
SO glad God gave 10
Win. rove
SELECTIVE SERVICE SY5ITM
AT ANY U.S. POST OFFICE

THE CATCH
THE CATFISH
& SEAFOOD
Johnny Robertson
Rd. South
. 759.1506

me ..my own little owls
andboy s.
Sadness has Come since
they've flown-away. But
Oh I have had such joys.•
Thank you GodfOr -the
joys of little girls and
b
y • s
.
a
WE ARE REMEMBERING YOU
Their Me would have
had no purpose, All
would

v

1

-

THE APPLE TREE
SCHOOL provides
quality child care and
educational programs
for ages 2 and older.
Openings for a limited
number of children are
now available. 1503
Stadium View Dr. 7539356.

THE OW
COUPLE LOVED 114:1U SO
MUCH,REX THEY OELAYE12
SOING TO TOWN TO SEARCH
FOR YOUR PARENTS-

I

=_
=
.....1111111111111/

behind
on is to provide our
with a pool of names
from in the event of a
emergency

-1-.4E. PIZZA COMES
SMALL, MEDIUM/ LARGE

POST OFFICE

Bids requested for
trimming
mowing
a
maintenance on South
Pleasant Grove Ceme
tary and Lawn. Bidders
must submit evidence
Of adequate equipment.
Biding is to be on a per
mowing basis. There
ill be a maximum of 20
weekly mowings from
April through September 1982. Subject to
reduction due to
weather. Bids must be
submitted to Ed
Nesbitt Rt. 2 Hazel
Ky. 4200. 492-8287 or
492 8410.
Come 10 Gene & Jo's for
your Aloe-Vera liquid.
Quart $9. gallon $27.

there is no military
fact it would requite
Congress before
ould be drafted

ow'

EVICE SYSTEM

AT ANY U.

is

..
0
4de.e.......

YOU

SELECTIVE

ECONOMY TIRE
I. SERVICE
203 Main St.
Murray, Ky.

Suzanne s Custom
framing
100 S 13th St
10 AMA PM Mon through
Fri 10 AM to 12 PM Sat

153-5819
12 MONTH
FREE
FINANCING
CRASS FURNITURE

have

been

3. Card of Thanks

9. Situation Wanted

Antique City Mall Hwy.
45 between Jackson and
says
Humboldt
"thanks" to our Ky.
customers. 82 dealers
welcome you. Open 10-5
Sun. 1 5. Closed
Monday's.
The family of Joy Irene
Hill would like to take
this opportunity to
thank our many friends
and relatives for- each
kindness shown during
the recent death a our
For the
loved one
deli
beautiful flowers
cious food and monetary gifts a special
thanks. Words are inadequate to express our
appreciation to Bro. and
Mrs. Randolph Allen for
his words of comfort
the Warren Singers for
the beautiful songs sung
and the Blalock Coleman Funeral
Home. God bless you
husband
all
children
nberioctehse.rs sisters and

Lady needing home
Care for in
Live in
valid. Room board pay.
759.1661.
Responsible mother
wants to babysit babies
and small children. 5
minutes east of town.
759-1692.
Ride wanted to and
from Paducah area oa
weekdays. Doing stu•
dent teaching. Will
share gas expenses.
Call 767 6157.

10. Business Opportunity
$50 000 to $80 000 per
year. Are you bored
tired of
with your lob
working for the other
man? National Company based in
Lexington. Ky. is looking for 4 distributors in
10 county area. Call
606-231-7886 collect.
Make money selling
beautiful
Avon
jewelry
gifts. and makeup. Get
low cost insurance benefits. Call Connie
White,
753-5750 in
Murray.

5. Lost and Found

G STEP
WITH

If you retard have not
w -the Selective -with
_ registeredServer, You only have until'
the end of February.
.
.... _...
All men born front 1960
through 1963(Amencan
citizens and resident alum)
must beregisteted with the
Selectiiii Service System before
March 1982 to avoid
penalty

WHICH IX YOU THINK
LASTS LONEEK IN LIFE,
THE 600P THIN66 OR
THE BAP THINGS 7

Iseasealato Jewelry lope.
Most Ohs 10-20 miartes.
I. Cameo Realty (roar)
404 N. 1216 Street. Lew
prices is el lertoery
repair.

44'i.tn." I//

./ aldr,
7
eren#4 44/men/ ana mnierip/a•e4) A/bye/mance (
/
fianend 4anek.)/ a dalaw/"fee n74,40‘,/
t404ene,e#e

$211.20 weekly working
part or full time at
home. Weekly
paychecks mailed
directly to you from
Home Office. Start
immediately. No ex
perience necessary.
National company. De
tails and application
mailed. Send your name
and address to: Bond
Industries Hiring Dept.
77 Kendalia Tx. 78027

LEO'S
GOLD-GEMSSILVER

Pursuant to an execution for debt levied
upon personal property of Kennith Green in
that Civil Action in Calloway Circuit Coui-t,
styled as Jackson Purchase Production
Credit Association vs. Kennith Green, 81-CI11, I shall offer for sale to the highest and
best bidder,the terms of sale being cash, the
ollowing personal property to satisfy the
udgment of. the Plaintiff against Kennith
reen in the sum of $486.47, plus interest accruing at 8% from the date of Judgment and
ourt costs incurred in this action.
PROPERTY: 1979 Jeep Truck
Serial No. J9A45NN152161
The above described property will be sold
at the South door of the Courthouse in Murray, Calloway County, Kentucky on March
th, 1982, at 10 a.m., to the highest and best
bidder,the sale to be for cash.
DAVID BALENTINE,SHERIFF

,•<0Y

6. Help Wanted

2. Notice

1. Legal Notice

1. Legal Motke

in

a

• their
If we never call
name to mind,
Or
remember them again.
We like remembering
how their lives touched
ours. The happiness and
sorrows we had shared.
They held a special place
in our hearts.
We'll
always remember we
car
ed.
We love them and miss
them
Oh how we do!
But thanks be to God for
hislo v e
Inspite of our pain
We'll see them again
In that beautiful home
a
bo
e
v
In loving memory of Jo
Ellyn Mattox Russell
and her brother who
departed this life Feb.
10
1979
Frank Lee
Mattox who departed this
1981 by
life April 14
Mother
Grace Mattox.
Sadly missed by family
and friends.

Lost: Black and tan
Beagle with white tip on
tall. Lost Friday between Jones Mill and
Bell City. Call collect
502 - 7 5 3 - 1 7 1 4
502-753-6219.

A Unique
OpportunityBe Your
Own Boss!

6. Help Wanted

Starting in business - as
the owner/operator of a
Montgomery word
Catolog Soles Agency,
ond profit from Wards
trusted, century old
reputation the first day.
We're looking for
amSales Agents
bitious husband/wife
teams with on urge to
break out on their own.
And, we may have the
opportunity you're look-

ADMINISTRATIVE
SYSTEMS PRO
GRAMMER compentency in COBOL
knowledge
gramming
of administrative data
processing
experience
or education . in FinanIBM
cial Systems
OSCICS Systems and
systems analysis desirable. Personnel OfKy.
fice MSU Murray
42071 E.O.E.M.F.
Ilabysitter for Infant In
our home. References
required. Call 753-6563.
Need experienced
mechanic. Apply in
person. Century Auto
Sales 801 Sycamore.
Position available at
Druthers Restaurant.
Apply in person.
WANTED: Someone to
process and print 35mm
black and white film in
their home or own
darkroom on regular
basis. Phone_ 753-5131
Ext. 141. --------Want middle-aged
woman or couple
preferred to live with
and care for bedridden
man. Call 753-1634.

if you ore willing to
4Fept responsibility in
return for a future in
your own business,
we'd like to talk about
your personal qualifications and give you more
details about our plans.
Write today, to:

G.T. Champion
2101 E. Kemper Rd.
Sharonville, Ohio
45265
2 Stores Available Murray, Ky & Benton, Ky.

ANNOUNCING
TEMPORARY SECRETARIAL
SERVICES
now available IncludIng shorthand, and typing,
available hourly, daily Of weekly. Mature personnel,
experienced, bonded, Notary. Will till sick Or
vacation vacancies

-SHORT NOTICE-Our.Speciality
Mayfield 2474166
References furnished

_

Work
- Guaranteed
_

WANTED
„DIRECTOR OF NURSING - REGISTERED
NURSE FOR SKILLED AND INTERMEDIATE
CARE FACILITY. EMPLOYEE BENEFITS OFFERED. SEND RESUME TO:

ADMINISTRATOR
P.O. BOX 165
MURRAY, KENTUCKY 42071
Ewa Opeertiors,1.01•2*r

ENGINEER
Project Engineer, designer, draftsperson. Excellent growth potential
for aggressive individual. Prefer
experience in vehicle HVAC and
sheet metal layout. Send Resume in
confidence: P.O. Box 190, Murray,
Kentucky 42071.
OPERATIONS-PROGRAMMING
MANAGER
Excellent opportunity exists for a "take charge"
individual with experience in IBM 34 MAPICS
system. This individual should possess a thorough
knowledge of computer language (RPG) in
manufacturing applications. Qualified individual
should send resume in confidence to Manager;
P.O. Box 190; Murray, Kentucky 42071

••••••••••
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13. For Sale or Trade
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34. Houses for Rent

21. mobile Home Sales

41. Public Sale

3 D
X 303
E
.
31
5 Services Offered
49. Used Cars
44. Lots for Sale
43. Real Estate

1967 Ford Fairlane 289 ALCOA ALUMINUM
ROBERTS REALTY 26 acres of choice land
Good con- SIDING or vinyl siding
Income property by
Sale at 414 5 has six acres with good is available for you automobile.
Moving
owner. Extra nice 2 or 3
through Roberts dition. Best offer. Call and trim. Aluminum
Call 753 6880.
listed
10th
house
livable
bedroom brick home on
759-4805 or 753-8430 after trim for brick houses
inside the city limits. Realty! Some water
4 lots presently 1 lot
Jack Glover 753 1873.
front. Ideal for sub- 4:30.
zoned
is
feet.
325
Front
rented for mobile home. 43. Real Estate
2 Accepting spring con
or
be
Impala.
would
dividing
Chevy
1972
reand
l
commercia
air con
Carport
body interior and tract for lawn mowing
great for that perma- door
mainder is zoned R-4
ditioned, perfect starter
condi- in city of Murray For
Many uses could be nant retirement home! outside in good
home for young couple
free estimates write
Priced to sell at $30 000. tion. Phone 753-1429.
out of the pur
made
income.
rental
for
Roberts Realty 753 1651.
1973 Buick Century. Harry A Baker RI 3
of this property
chase
consider
Will
$36000.
Ky
See it and invision what Nice level lake lot on Good condition. $725. Box 105 CA Murray
renting to responsible
do! $58 SOO. Pine Bluff Shores in Call after 5p.m. 42071.
could
you
party. Call 522-7837.
Asphalt driveways and
Calloway County. Has 753 2512.
Roberts Realty 753 1651.
Near Kenlake 5 year old
water and electricity. 1974 VW Bug. Excellent parking lots sealed by
insulated
3 bedroom
753-8014.
body in Sears. For free es
mechanically
electric heat and wood
good shape. Student timates call 753-2310.
restove
heater
Strout,
must sell. Best offer CARPENTER SER
21. Mobile Home Rentals frigerator, and water
LAKE
VICE. New homes,
753 5310.
759-9524
Realty
plus
furnished. $195.
custom kit
additions
1978 Fleetwood 14x70 2
Services
al
"Profession
Cutlass
1976
Oldsmobile
deposit. 442 3877.
Y
PROPERT
remodeling
fur
all
2
baths.
chens
bedroom
Local
Coupe.
Supreme
With The
Portable washer and
clean well Exterminating
nished. Call 753-4683 or Nice
Offiu Coast le Coast
power Hawley Bucy 492-8120.
no rust
car
SALE
dryer. Call 753-1916 23.
FOR
house.
Teich"
room
5
insulated
Friendly
753-1336 after 5p.m.
levers frau Evergebere
air
CHIMNEY SWEEP
brakessteering
before 5p.m. or 753-3480
Electric heat, city waAfter Office
Ilelleirie Service Since 1901
1) 3 BR, 2 bath, 5 cruise $1750. Call 753- INC. For your safety
Extra nice 2 bedroom ter, cook stove
after 5p.m. Ask for
utili1912 Celiwtrucr lead
mobile home. Small
call for free estimate.
Nears
acre lot, lake front 0114.
Kate.
Merrev, Eartecky 121111
quiet court. $85. 753-8216 bath. 4 miles out on
TR 7. 4000 767-4786 or 767-4779.
1976
Triumph
$56,000.
Stamp and coin collec753-4136
(592) 153.0116
after 5p.m.
tion or accumulation.
Federal Hwy. Couple.
2) 3 BR, 2 bath, miles, good condition. Do you need your
753-9036
Awls,
rent
with
BR
Two
7597540.
532 Call 753-2615.
carpets cleaned? Find
Call after 3p.m.
No pets. Deposit- and
family room. $2
large
AIL. KENNON
option to buy. Sell with references required.
out how inexpensive it
767 4169.
513 BEALE ST.
Asking
Lakefront.
with deep
owner financing. Call $140. 753-5593.
can be done
This neat 2
$58,900.
759 4592.
Wearied IL leaded
steam cleaning. Call
1974 Fiat, 35 MPG,
Would like to buy good
home,
One bedroom house in
bedroom
Jeff 753-0015.
3) 4 BR 2 bath. 100
exceilleirt conon.
used washer. Call 753
Lakeway Shores. Partly
electric heat,
•••
Fence sales at Sears
ft. x 300 ft. lot.
7261.
753
6123.
Call
furnished.
kitchen
carpeted,
now. <all Sears 753-2310
River area.
Blood
Pine
bedroom
Two
RENT
1956
t
FOR
Chevrole
15. Articles for Sale
for free estimate for
appliances incl udAsking $25,000.
Bluff, waterfront new
pickup, *yoke costl...2 BR furnished, central
your needs.
for
Perfect
ed.
753deck.
stove
wood
14 and 15in. New recap 24. Miscellaneous
mobile
BR
4) 3
heat, very !lice. Close to
For your lime hauling
8087 753-7980 753-1863.
small family- you
tires reduced price
town on private lot
home with large
1980 T-Bird, like
and lime spreading
/2 Riveria Cts extra nice 2
Clifford Garrison 707 AAA CUSTOM MADE
Two bedroom brick
can buy this and
$14,000.
addition.
Water and
furnished
BR
white rock gravel, and
ETS,
nem, 18000 miles.
CABIN
Sycamore.
universblock
1
duplex
rent.
than
less
furnished.
pay
Trash Pickup
Owner financing
coal hauling. Call 753
ofMake
roof.
Moon
ity. Central heat. 753Shp Garden tiller. 2 bookcases
Only 24,900. less
4545 or see Roger
etc.
or mortgage
5791. 759-1074 753-2649.
Years old. $150. Console music centers
fer.
Hudson. Located 10
than replacement
MANAGEMENT
possin
assumptio
commercial sewing Reasonable. 436-2566.
1979 Mesta Cork,
NEW LISTING
miles east on Hwy 94.
cost.
qualified
machine with button Air compressors for
to
ble
excolleat condition.
37. Livestock-Supplies
CANTERBURY
Do you manage your rental
button needle sale. Dill Electric.
cover
buyers.
property or does it manAGE
BUILDING SITE
ESTATES
and bobbin included. Antique brass plated
Black Rackin horse and
753-7113
ROOFING
YOU' We will manage your
Call Spans Realty
ACREAGE
PLUS
753Call
753-2720
$350.
glass door firescreen
Here's your op2 horse Stedtmann
rental property for you
BUILT-UP & SHINGLES
your
1111
for
Assoc.
tenMarquis.
16
Grand
Acres,
1979
23
3494.
trailer. Call 753-6123.
with mesh curtain
portunity for a comCohens
References. All work
36000 miles.
Loaded
28 14 x 37?
Roil Estate needs.
dable, 7 in timber,
police screen
Bearcat IV
and roomy
fortable
guaranteed. Fr••
Reel
Estate
with gray interblack
38. Pets-Supplies
scanner. 8 channel with inches. Fireplace crate.
753-7724
ped
on blacktop
Estimates. Call 759home at a realistic
ior. $6250. 753-8830
753-911111 AK C Bassets. Show highway, stock
crystal. $125. Call 753- Call 753-8393 after 6p.m.
1859 or 753-6581.
daytime.
Economic
price.
1651 after 5:30 437-4311.
EquipShop
Beauty
all shots and
quality
t
excellen
barn,
Caprice
heat,
Chevrolet
1980
gas
Sale
for
Farms
central
wash
45.
•
Parts from 1973 Monte ment. A dresser.
wormed. Guaranteed
Ii
building site. Only
Wagon. Diesel V-8
hydrolic chair
RI41 ISTATIF
Carlo. Complete front bowl
central air and 2400
sound and healthy.
ENERAL HOME
Farm for sale. 92 acres power seats.
power G
19,000.
both doors hair dryers. Call 759cap $175.
$150. $200 Call 753 0672
REPAIR. 15 years exliving
of
feet
PROPIRTY MANAGIEM fT
square
tillable burley base
35
tilt
cruise
windows.
350 turbo trans- 4592.
after 6p.m.
575.
perience. Carpentry
area which includes 2 miles west of Brewers. AM-FM stereo tape
mission $125. rear glass Four used 13in. tires,
plumbing
concrete,
y.
immediatel
Two mobile homes AKC German Shepherd
sell
Must
one
areas
miles
storage
18 000
sliding. NO
$25. steering brakes
roofing
commercial carpet,
about 1 mile from city puppies. 28 champions
000 or best offer. o
549
.
r
wne
galore, built-in
rear end.
front hubs
upholstery and wall limits on 641 South. in 5 generations.
JOB TO SMALL. Free
376-5428.
753-1323 or after 4:30 estimates. Days 474air conditioner cleaner. 1972 Datsun Furnished. Call American Eskimo Spitz
heater
bookcases and
on
Forty seven acres
753-5763
and interior parts. 395- station wagon. Also 750 753-3698.
2359, nights 474-2276.
puppies. Also guard
desks in bedrooms, Hwy 94 West. Call
7569 after /p.m.
Honda motorcycle. Call
dogs. 502-554-2153.
Guttering by Sears.
Trucks
den,
Used
50.
room,
sewing
759-1987.
29. Heating-Cooling
Tobacco sticks. Call 502-527-1568.
Sears continuous gutAK C Registered
a
plus
room,
living
1949 Ford pickup. Some ters installed for your
345 2861 or 247-3953.
Fujika Kerosene hea- Four ton Heil air condi- Keeshound puppies. 10
for
Sale
Homes
46.
19 x 29' family room
needs battery
rust
model K F 3200 tion unit. Call 753-8393 weeks old
ter
specifications. Call
only 2 males
WHY PAY
16. Home Furnishings
with lovely 3 bedroom brick house. tune-up and master Sears 753-2310 for free
automatic ignition used after 6p.m.
left. Phone 753-7989.
2 cylinder. 5250. 753-7224
RENT?
throughout.
estimate.
fireplace. Private Carpet
Antique walnut drop once. $100. 753-2603.
"Portable Dog Runs
large living
baths
When you can own
If you own your land I
leaf gate-leg table with Kelvinator 30in. gas 30. Business Rentals
patio with room and den. 2 car after 5p.m.
and Kennels. CageS and
fenced
pickup.
Chevrolet
this attractive 3
antique range unclaimed ity-=
can help you have a
pads 8650.:
that garage with large stor- 31966
adds
grill
gas
clean-up shop accessories. Write for a
stall
Five
4
4 ton, 6 cylinder
home built and financed
Falls City
walnut buffet $850. Both away -at balance due.
bedroom home,
age room. Call 489-2145 speed
with office and gas heat. free catalog.
extra nice touch
mechanically at 10 percent A.P R.
pieces are --refinished $265.94.- BICYCLES. We Contact Howard Bran- Fence Co.
2936 St.
located Northwest
753-2493.
or
body fair. 489- Call 436-5582.
sound
that totals up to a
and in mint condition. have -6-- close out BMX don 753-4389 or home Xavier
Dept. CM
of Murray.
Assumable. like new 2 2454 after 6p.m.
20in. bikes at 30 percent
Call 247-5840.
fine home-buying
u
o
L
K & K STUMP REMO
753-5960.
year old home. Fenced 1970 1 -HC Scout. 4
Assumable 10%
Ky. 40212."
VAL. Do you need
Frost free freezer. $225. off! 2 mag wheel bikes
opportunity. Phone
heat cylinder
in yard. garage
2
and
boys
metal
2
full
qualified
$89.
lotn
to
for
VA
stumps removed from
Call 753-0219.
Seven month old
us today! 753-1222.
pump plus extras. Call 1
Mini
girls dirt bikes at $75.
veteran. Monthly
yard or land
Doberman pup. Partly
One antique couch with each. Get a new bike
COUNTRY
owner. 753-8469 or lock-out hubs standard your
cleared of stumps? We
Warehouse
trained red female. Get
payments of apwocd trim and other new warranty at your
WALDROP
SHROAT
1Phone
CHARM
transmission.
can remove stumps up
in touch with Lynn Lee.
miscellaneous furni- Huffy Repair Center
proxitnately $275,
759-1707.
Storage,Space
901-642-63.53 Paris Tn.
Peaceful country
to 24 inches below the
Hales Tr. Pk. No. 68.
ture. Call 767-2454.
Hardby
principal,
sale
includes
Coast to Coast
the lake. For
leaving only
1972 CJ5 Jeep. 6 cylin- ground.
For Rent
livin' goes with this On
One refrigerator and 1 ware. First come first
very
like new
owner.
interest, taxes and
1001-but hubs.
sawdust and chips. Call
der,
three
41.
Sale
Public
unique
stove, couch thal makes served.
753-4758
nice 2 bedroom home. standard transmission.
for free estimates. Bob
insurance. Phone
1 chair.Call
into bed,
bedroom home in
With or without furni• metal too 63 000 miles. Kemp 435-4343 or Bob
Oak firewood for- Safe.
Kopperud
753-1222,
753-7261.
private dock.
BOGARD REALTY &
Graves County bet- ture.
436-2271. 436-2211.
1-901-642-6353 Paris. Tn. Kemp Jr 435-4319.
Realty for ,fall
32. Apts. For Rent
2 _eat
1
2 /
DOVER
Twin frame mattress.
AUCTION
ween Murray di fireplace.
RCA console Color -ist
Need work on your
liquidation
bookcase
springs
garage. Ready to move
details.
prun
AM -FM 8-track One and 2 bedroom TN. We buy
$75.
trees? Topping
Mayfield. Antique in. Immediate possesof
ories
headboard to fit child's
invent
stereo $45. See at 7/.20 apartments near down
ing, shaping complete
ceilings sion. $47 500. Call 436beamed
log
equipfarm
desk. Call 759-4045 after RivieYa Tr. Ct. anytime
businssestown Murray. Call 753removal and more. Call
6p.m.
187 ACRE
2102.
ment. Note We will sell
in den and dining
after 12p.m.
1109 or 436-2844.
B OYER'S TREE
Call
you.
for
at
auction
Two antique rockers. 1
FARM
Three bedroom house
area, wood burning
SERVICE for Pro
Seven month old Dober- Furnished apartment 615-232-5150.
Fade
Fecterf
VW
solid brass floor lamp.
FOR SALE
Fisher Stove and large lot in Hazel.
fessional tree care
man pup. Partly trained. near university. 753$351 is MI 1912
Excellent condition. Red female. Get in touch
Ready to move into.
Four party yard sale, 4
753-8536.
listed
and
heat
Recently
3134 or 753-6177.
central
Call after 5:00. 759-1703.
Call 753-0861.
2 miles east of Murray
1
/
Velluempeets ideating
Hales
wigi Lynn Lee.
Professional painting,
farm in southern
air. This is an exLakeland Wesley Vill- on 94. Log cabin on left
Two piece Early Trailer-Park. No 68.
America highest mpg
corn
paperhanging.
47.
Motorcycles
County
neat
Marshall
tremely
willow
furniture
1
renting
where
now
age
room
living
American
residential
niercIal.
Sedan
Roirtt
dimal
apar
be.
to
use
elderly
Murray
bedroom
home
d
Call
between
Cedar-side
25. Business Services
suite. Like new.
125 YZ Yamaha Dirt
interior-exterior. -farm
trucks.
tments. HUD Rent Moving Sale love seat.
489-2527.
and Benton. Apin quiet, private
Bike. Only $395. Town &
estimates.
buildings,
_HODGES TAX SER- Subsidy Program. Apply ar.n chairs
coffee
Country Yamaha
VW Rebate Tremon Farris 759-1987.
Carroll
Offered in
proximately 105
location.
VICE. The Income Tax L.W.V. U.S.68 at table,
end tables.
Murray 753-8078.
19. Farm Equipment
tendable acres,
Specialist 1104 Pogue Jonathan Creek
the low 850's. Phone
Ben
$350.00 On All
wedding dress
iewelry
175 Can-Am Dirt Bike.
Ky. Call 759 ton
Murray
shed,
t
inequipmen
Ky. 42025. 502 354
753-1222 for all
size 6 stereo. All must
1 Holland tobacco
Melees Service. Ca,
VW's.
Only $695. Town &
1425.
8888. An Equal Housing go! Call 753 8948.
grain bins and close
setter(1 row) 3 point_
formation.
ail Yiey1
Yamaha
elegise
Country
Opportunity.
TOTAL REBATE
hook-up 5100. 60 sets of
driving distance to
Murray 753-8078
testes trio -work.
'TV-Radio
poplar tobacco scafDuplex apartment for 43. Real Estate
Kentucky Lake.
1980 Yamaha XS 400
$700
Menaces. Call Will El
900-1000 •
rent. Phone 759-1503
folds $200.
owner financSpecial and Yamaha YZ
Some
sawed tobacco sticks
bitty, 753-1111.
One bedroom un
VW
Carroll
LARGE
80. Call 753-3108.
ing ,available.
SELL YOUR
2 tobacco can$140.
furnished or furnished.
&
Thermals
Perilous
Mazda
(12x75)
,
vases 1 year old
Phone 753-1 222,
HOME IN TOWN
Located near hospital
SELECTION
See to believe. Stored
laserance
$20. each or $35. for
Thirty one years ex
759-4756.
Kopperud Realty in
1973 Honda 125. 400
TO
SOMEONE
USED TV's
both 6 plastic gas trays
Reel Estate
perienre. Carpenter
actual miles. Also 1976
bedroom furnished
One
Murray.
TOWN
OF
OUT
$30. or $5. each. Paris.
remodeling
building.
Southside Court Sq.
Honda 175. 436-2418
apartment. 121 North
$39.95
25"
color
with
touch
in
We're
642-7584.
and repairing annex on
anytime.
next to fairgrounds. $90.
Kentucky
Murray,
19" color, 13" col
buyers from around
home and trailer. 436Allis-Chalmers no till
per month. 753-3139.
753-4451
1973 Chevy pickup 454. 2253.
drill. 12-20in. rows. or, 19" B/W
the country. When 48. Auto Services
furnished
One
bedroOm.
Power brakessteering
S4501).--‘061 1-733-4017___
Tole painting lessons.
. you list with us you
apartment near hospi
1979 Chevrolet V-6 en- air
AM-FM radio tilt Mornings,
evenings.
1-733-4828.
preferred
474tal. Couples
get a referral ser- gine. low milage.
753-6123.
Call
wheel.
weekends. Degreed
One deluxe 135 Massey
492-8662 after 5p.m.
5
2325.
753-757
the
with
vice
1975 4-wheel drive licensed instructor. For
Ferguson tractor. Like
One or 2 bedroom low
strength and
Dodge pickup. .$1000. more information call
brand new. Only
mint
-itb:
utilities. $165. mot
753-9534.
Kay at 753-0713.
400 hours. Contact Ho- 27. Mobile Home Sales
knowledge you'd
Call 759-9303 anytime.
KEY
ward Brandon 753-4389
Tree Work. Topping.
the
from
expect
Un1968 Baron.
51. Campers
or 753-5960.
and taking
trimming
AUTO PARTS
Number 1 real
furnished. 52500. 474Nice 35ft. camper. Full down. 436-2179.
, .8838.
sales
estate
Use leaSlig
size bath. 03200. Tree trimming and
22. Musical
121Soush
"trees:61ml Services
organization in
-Two bedroom 12x65 gas
753-2241.
removal. Hedges and
With Tie
Menau, MyWurlitzer electric trailer. Central heat
America. We have
shrubs. Firewood. 753
partly furpiano. Also one set of and air.
Rya ead Usmi Arts 52. Boats-Motors
Friendly Touch"
pro5476.
from
requests
Leslie speakers $750. nished. nice. $5900. 247Parts, lotteries, 1972 18ft. Sea Ray. Will do hand knitting
After Office
spects interested in
"Professi000l Services
6989.
Call 753-8963.
Saks
1 1$310kom
_and crocheting _by
Tires, Wheel Covers, 140Hp Mercruiser.
ng
four
Neer,
purchasi
With The
afghans.
$115.N per es. Nankaithings,
753-4647 after Sp.m. _
.
Accessories
Alto
in
homes
bedroom
753-4136
Friendly Touch"
ou
trailer. sweaters-yrou
motor
psi suit. Newly cmstrected
Boat
the city, We have
Sewing or alterations.
CITY DIRECTORY
753-9036
After Office
492-8225.
uetral Meat eel air,
0
-------753-550
from
families
759-1075.
three
Hours
CENSUS TO BEGIN
carpeted, Melee ap..
COMMERCIAL
t
Will sharpen hand saws.
differen
Offered
three
Services
S3.
53.
753-4136
PROPERTY
plisse's. Office kers Mm.chain saws and skill
states wanting four
Johnson Publishing Company survey
Free estimates. All saws. Call 753-4656.
753-9036
49. Used Cars
FOR SALE
hi. 1:N-12:N Neel.
homes.
bedroom
workers are contacting local residents to
plumbyour electrical,
CLOSE TO
OR LEASE
Ilerthwoel Dr
1965 Rambler. 2 door
air con- 55. Feed and Seed
We're in touch with
obtain current information to update the
ing. heating
SHOPPING
Ideal
cylinder
6
711 S. 12th St.
hardtop.
painting and
Murray, My.
ditioning
a
us
Give
buyers.
next Murray City Director. Local people
Excellent location,
air condi insulating needs. Call Hay large round bales
automatic
location for
517-159-4314
call 753-1492.
have been hired to conduct the survey. In
condi- 753-9673.
$15. each. Call 382-2207.
shaded fenced back
Excellent
tion.
business, commerEiul Neesieg Omerteeity
KIDS,BRING
most cases the census will be conducted
tion. 5650. 436-5472. 759
yard, 3 BR, 1 Bath,
cially zoned.
5353.
by telephone, however some residents
YOUR PARENTS
B.V. with carport.

Clean 1977 Malibu
Classic 2 door
$2600
WANTED
Call 753 9872 anytime.
For sale or trade es
Respossibie party to
tablished business in
tails op payments ea
good location. Price
Ike sow piano.
Any re
negotiable
asonable offer con
CLAYTONS
sidered. Owner financing available. Call 7534109 after 5p.m.
Will swap dormitory CAR STEREO Pioneer
refrigerator for baby Kenwood,
Marantz,
or Mitsubishi
furniture,
dresser
Sanyo, Pro
chest of drawers. 753- fessional intallation.
9874.
Sunset Boulevard Music
Dixieland Center
14. Want to Buy
Chestnut St. 753-0113.

1978 Challenger 12x60 2
all electric.
Dedroom
underpincentral air
recently re•
ning
modeled. $7000. 354-8669
or after 5p.m. 354-8173.
House and trailer in
Hazel. Will sell separate. Call 753-0861.
Trailers for sale or rent.
1 and 2 bedroom. Rent
with option to buy. Sell
with owner financing.
Call 759-4592,

CLAYTONS

Pork

tED
8TE
DF-

rige"
PICS
Lough
I in
dual
get;

MUR-CAL
APARTMENTS

may be contacted in the evening or in person at home. You will not be asked to buy
anything.
You will be asked:
•Husband and wife's names, occupations
•Addres and telephone number
*Home ownership
*Number in family, or
Names and year of birth of minor
children
Business will be asked to provide the
correct firm name, names of owners and
officers, address, telephone number and
nature and classification of business.
Information gathered in the survey is to
be used in the next edition of the 82 City
Directory -a city reference book used by
local businesses, governmental agencies
and emergency services. Your cooperation with our survey workers will be appreciated.

JOHNSON PUBLISHING CO.

1

One or 2 bedroom
apartments near
Murray Hospital. 4928225.
Tired of big utility bills?
We have a nice 1
bedroom furnished
apartment for you.
753 3949.
Two bedroom
townhouse apartment.
Appliances furnished
central
carpeted
heatair. Also 1 studio
apartment available.
753 7550 or 753-7559.
Two bedroom duplex.
Central heat and air. No
pets. $210. month. $200.
deposit. Lease required.
Call after 5p.m.
753 6699

33. Roorrjs for Rent
Rooms for rent 1 block
from univesity. Can
753 1817 or 753 6933.

Separate dining
room. elec. heat
and air. Paved
drive, located at
1397 Johnson Blvd.
Priced to sell at
$35,000. Ideal for
retired couple or
yovsg family.

GOOD
NEIGHBORHOOD
205 Woodlawn Very nice home,
full basement.
Electric heat, air
conditioner, close to
M.S.U., shopping,
etc. On shady lot. 2
BR's up, 1 large
bedroom, utility,
garage and basement level. Only
26,900 00.

Building needs
renovating. Parking space to accommodate 60 cars.
Owner will lease on
10 yrs. base, or two
5 yrs. options. Contact Boyd-Majors
for details.
CENTER
RIDGE
SUBDIVISION
2 BR.,2 baths, B.V.
and frame home,
electric heat,
range, refrigerator,
fireplace with stove
insert, all draperies
included, wall-towall carpeting,
close to lake. See
this one soon at only
$32,000.

Pool table included
with rec room - All
equipment included
with swimming
pool - Just now on
the market - Two
bedrooms on each
two levels - Dine
formally or in eat-in
kitchen Assumable loan for
you - Equity forl
owner. Call 753-1492
for your preview.

1.111EITA IRS,IIALFIRSC9
hk.n.,,

Kentucky 42071
002)753-1492

1977 Willa Came
DeVile Leal. Oa
Oweer. Sharp.

PURDOM'S
Oldsmehile
Postiac
Gahm
1406 W. Maim
753-5315

WALLIS DRUG

*PRESCRIPTIONS *FRESH FRUIT DRINKS
*HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
*LEADING UANDS OF COSMETICS
*MOUSIER °STONY PRODUCTS
Free Delivery •• Pr•scriatkies U City WAN

HORNBUCKLE BARBER
SHOP
225 L.P. Mem St.(haws M.

1978 Chevy Malibu.
one owner 57.
I door
excellent
000 miles
condition. 52895. 7536915.
1978 Ford Fiesta. 36 000
new
sunroof
miles.
AMFM cassette.
tires.
Excellent condition.
753 8512

SpOtimlizing In Senior Citizens

Hair Cuts $1.00
Shampoo, Shave and Miran $2.75
0••• Hears
Men., Tues., Wed., Thurs., Fri., Sat.
7:30-2:30 753-3605

1
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Peter Pan
Peanut Butter

gel

a
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MIL1.-EaRlm

Prices Good Thru Feb. 21
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Prices Good Thru Feb. 21

Tronalane

Men's Wrangler
Regular Fit

stops hemorrhoid pain
immediatly
cream 1 oz. tube

Boot Jeans

creamy or crunchy
18 oz. jar

1

Vidal
Sassoon
Shampoo

medium weight pre-washed
Denim
Style 845 PW

Edge
Lathering
Gel

regular or extra
gentle
$76
8 oz. bottle
Sole

for a closer shave
regular, menthol, lime

88
Only

$

36

Ladies Winter

7 oz. Sale

One Rack
Boys & Mens

Playtex

Deodorant
Tampons

$229

regular, super, super plus
box of 28

Fashions
Sweaters, Tops
Blouses Flannel
Shirts, Infanf Coats
ddlerrilothing
One Rack

Winter Goods

extra protection
extra moisturing
oz. bottle
6

Sole

Bic
Shavers

Colgate
Toothpaste

Sale your choice

9 4

package of 5 Sale

$

1 39

Sale

package of 80 Sale

Pepto
Bismot
for upset stomach,
diarrhea, indigestion
8 oz. bottle $ 1

Pept
MP VET VOW,
•••21111”01.
PM*.

=IR

68

Boy's Corduroy

House Shoes so
Reg.

96g

new extra strength relieves your
severe cold symptoms

$

10 Capsules Sale

Sale

Soap

for relief of constipation
gentle effective relief

Belt Size

.2 fir 7'

30 pills Sale

$ 1 56

-

disposable basket style
filters, fits all styles drip
coffee makers

Peanut Clusters

Quaker
State
Super
Blend

UkKE
;STATE D
POETR VEIL
iO

Coffee
Filters

chocolate covered

97

No. EC-32
sale S 1 1 95

•

offoisbeis

2.00

bur final test

Car
'Mats
20-9
/0 —Off

Rubbermaid

89

Sale
twin sink dish drainer
No. 6049
dishpan NO. 2951
bucket 11 qt. No. 2963

$90
Rival
Crock
Pot

slow cooker and server
removable storeware bowl,
cooks 8-10 hours unwatched
31
/
2 qt. No. 3150

Rubber Maid

10-W-30

--Tfii:T•ii—W•

G.E. Electric
Can Opener

sale

Ex-Lax
Pills

Dial

Pal
Homestyle

Sale

Specials From Uncle Jeff's
Hardware and
Automotive Dept.

46

eft

$4.99
Reg. $5.49

Contac
Severe Cold
Formula

•••••• 1.=

SEVERE -`="
COLD
FORRIUUri,

49

All under

Curity
Curad
"Ouchless"
Plastic
Bandages

Style
Hairspray
nate4;—
esperhold,
unscented
12 oz. aerosol con

$900

Disposable
Shavers

S!oz. tube regular, 4.6 oz. tube gel

Sale your choice

$1 69

The already
Discounted Price
qt.

Simoniz

•

Shines
Like the
Sun

Wahl
Deluxe Home
Hair
Cutting Kit

Liquid
Car Wax

Lightweight clipper with
powerful motor with
attachments and instruction book

Motor Oil

$ 367
Sale $ 1 995

04''
k

No. 9243 Sole

Mirro
Saute

Kellogg
Husky
Scrubs
Brush 7

Pan
with silverstone interior,

8 in. pan Sale

IS
U.

9

non stick durable ONNikinl.
No. WO 785•34

1

$495

50/1 at
Discount Prices

Check Unde Jeffs For All
Your Lawn & Garden Needs,
:

No 869 Sale /
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